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    C = "Channels"    F = "Frequency"    P= "Page"

We threw a Walkie-Talkie at you, you caught it, the two-way communication is open.
The device you are holding seems quite simple, but in fact it is tuned to receive a total of
21 channels at once. Walkie-talkies are operating in the frequency range of 136 to 900
MHz, with different ranges being assigned to different purposes. Our signals come in low
and hot just between the Family Radio Service (FRS) and Extreme Radio Service
(eXRS), between 666 and 999 MHz.

C.1 ~ F.666 ...........................................P.9
Protocol for a Collective Publication
by Floor, Jacopo & Camilo
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructionshttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructionshttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructionshttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructionshttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructions

Description: This is the protocol that made this publication possible. It
gathers all the materials from an Etherpad instance and convert it into
this publication you are skimming through.

C.2 ~ F.678 ...........................................P.16
Draft for an Habitat Manifesto
by Federico & Jacopo
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-1https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-1https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-1https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-1https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-1

Description: Collecting local gestures towards global reactions

C.3 ~ F.695 ...........................................P.18
Can the web be more sentimental?
by Nami
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-2https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-2https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-2https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-2https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-2

Description: Introduce a web publishing project User SentimentalUser SentimentalUser SentimentalUser SentimentalUser Sentimental
eXperienceeXperienceeXperienceeXperienceeXperience initiated by Nami Kim. The project is an attempt to create
emotional experience on the web today.

C.4 ~ F.686 ...........................................P.20
Wave patterns: past, present and future?
by Camilo
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-3https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-3https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-3https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-3https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-3

Description: A not so linear frequency of thoughts from past, present
and future projects related to my present research. Reflection,
diffraction, contemplation, rumination, internet, XPUB, drawing,
spanish and english.

C.5 ~ F.808 ...........................................P.28
It’s all done subconsciously
by Camilo & Kendal
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-4https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-4https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-4https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-4https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-4

Description: A small chat between Kendal and Camilo about making
cards, how to approach reading, and reflect on how magical the
connection between project can be. This conversation happened on
Telegram and you will read a transcription of it.

C.6 ~ F.922 ...........................................P.32
It’s another sunny day
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by Camilo & nami
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-5ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-5ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-5ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-5ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-5

Description: Fear when sharing processes. E-mail format.

C.7 ~ F.915 ...........................................P.38
Count on Me / Console Me
by Martin
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-6ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-6ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-6ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-6ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-6

Description: No specific idea. Quite interested in console log, that is
laying behind the interface Talking about project (Self-Care/Self-
Tracking). Links with Nami, maybe relevant to put. Protocol: sending
same questions to everyone about word count in thesis, and other data

C.8 ~ F.777 ...........................................P.46
Station number: 6 18 1 2 10 15 21 19 9 19 8
by Euna
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-7ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-7ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-7ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-7ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-7

Description: This is a number station talking about what is happening
through Xpub graduation frequencies. The scripts are translated in
frabjousish(6 18 1 2 10 15 21 19 9 19 8) in order that the Looking-Screenthe Looking-Screenthe Looking-Screenthe Looking-Screenthe Looking-Screen
WorldWorldWorldWorldWorld inhabitants can understand.

C.9 ~ F.998 ...........................................P.48
Welcome to the Virtual Garden
by Kendal
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-8ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-8ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-8ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-8ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-8

Description: Introduction to Virtual Gardens. Including extracts from
my thesis, Cyberhotels and Other Tales of Forgotten Virtual Worlds, and
a brief entrypoint into your own cultivated piece of land online.

C.10 ~ F.909 ...........................................P.52
rosebud;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;! fillmotive motive_Social
by Floor & Kendal
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-10ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-10ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-10ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-10ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-10

Description: Talking about The Sims needs in relation to ours.

C.11 ~ F.738 ...........................................P.55
Abstract extractavism
by Floor
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-11ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-11ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-11ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-11ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-11

Description: Thoughts about care and materials.

C.12 ~ F.680 ...........................................P.60
Flask Adventures
by Euna - Camilo
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-12ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-12ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-12ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-12ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-12

Description: We both started to use flask. A micro web framework
written in Python. Here we gather a conversation of our experiences
with it.

C.13 ~ F.667 ...........................................P.62
Videothek
by Louisa
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Description: An archive of all movies that inspired the graduation
works of the group.

C.14 ~ F.801 ...........................................P.65
A cold analysis of emotional icons �����
by Martin and Federico
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-15ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-15ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-15ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-15ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-15

Description: after an emoji analysis through a scrape of our telegram
chat, Martin and Federico talk about the relevance of this analysis.

C.15 ~ F.921 ...........................................P.70
I found myself alone in a server, I found myself alone in a forest
by Federico
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14

Description: Flying and random words about resignation and self care-
taking.

C.16 ~ F.868 ...........................................P.74
868 Mhz
by Louisa
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16

Description: I AM PROTECTOR

C.17 ~ F.978 ...........................................P.84
a and a
by Clara
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-18ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-18ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-18ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-18ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-18

Description: Introducing the generative short story workshops created
by Clara Gradel.

C.18 ~ F.823 ...........................................P.85
a generative story code
by Clara
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-19ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-19ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-19ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-19ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-19

Description: a Python code inspired by the generative short story
workshops which creates short random stories that somehow make sense.

C.19 ~ F.699 ...........................................P.86
Adapting: a practice of care
by Jacopo
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20

Description: Troughout the Habitat experience, I learned what does
adapting mean. To adapt means inheriting life conditions from local
situated specificities, embracing the ability to fit rather than imposing
ourself into the given system of Earth.

C.20 ~ F.757 ...........................................P.90
Conviviality, Concert, Computation
by Federico
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https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C15
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C15
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C15
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C15
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-14
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C16
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-16
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C17
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C18
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C19
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C20
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hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21

Those three words are at the core of the development and deployment of
the tools built around Habitat in the last months.

C.21 ~ F.999 ...........................................P.102
OVER
hhhhhttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17ttps://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17

OVER Do you copy? …

https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#C21
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-17
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Do you copy?
(CRRCRKKCKKKRRRK)

“XPUB Calling, Do you Copy? Over (…)”

“(…) Go Ahead XPUB. Over”

“On it.(…)” (CRRCRKKCKKKRRRK)

Experimental Publishing (XPUB) is a master program of the The Piet Zwart Institute,
Rotterdam. XPUB attempts to unravel diverse stories and approaches in publishing from
multidisciplinary perspectives.

This publication presents conversations, project descriptions, and parts of thesis by the
students into a collection of different channels of frequencies. For last two years, diverse
waves of discourses have been generated by the students and it turned out that there are
a lot of overlapping interconnections. As all the signal transmissions took place at
different locations/ranges, they had unavoidable interferences in the middle. However,
persistent attempts were made (by the students) to understand and diagnosed the
substances of the interruptions. It went through the continual process of taking care,
trying to actively catch the signals. It was a journey of walking and talking together,
sharing different ideas, senses, and emotions. And how the signals were transmitted is
orginised into 14 (different) frequencies here. You would expect things to behave in
wavelines, but then a frequency is interrupted due to distance or a plane flying too low
overhead, or maybe a frequency is amplified through a sisterline matching in peaks and
valleys to echo. The channels are open to sneak in, meaning there is a romance of
eavesdropping in the signal collection. Instable signals with temporary transmissions and
limited ranges: The frequencies have been made by the taking care process and now it’s
waiting to be completed by the same process by readers. It will be binded through a
collage from their interpretations.

Tune your receiver to pick up the links, tangles, knots or waves that even XPUB
students haven’t traced yet!
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C.1 ~ F.666
Protocol for a collective
publication

                                   
      .              .   .'.    
    \   /      .'. .' '.'   '  
  -=  o  =-  .'   '              
    / | \                          
      |                           
      |                           
      |                      
      |=====.               
      |.---.|               
      ||=o=||               
      ||   ||               
      ||   ||               
      ||___||             
      |[:::]|                
      '-----'

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

Hello XPUB2!

The design team has been creating this system that allows the compilation of our final
publication by gathering materials directly from (Ether)pads, each one corresponding to
a chapter/ frequency.

We’ll use Markdown language to write the pads and Pandoc to convert it to HTML using
a python script. Paged.js will render the static website as a printed publication.

We have defined a set of rules for you to follow in order to write your pads as they need
to communicate with the .css stylesheet we prepared. The style you see is a work in
progress, so this might change visually but we wanted to share this protocol so we can
start compiling materials and then making more decisions on the go.

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

                                                             .           
                                               .   .'.     \   /
                                         .'. .' '.'   '  -=  o  =-
                                       .'   '              / | \
                                                             |
                                                             |
                                                             |
                                                       .=====|
                                                       |.---.|
                                                       ||=o=||
                                                       ||   ||
                                                       ||   ||
                                                       ||___||
                                                       |[:::]|
                                                       '-----'
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                                ***Let's start!***
                            
                                       :-)

First, we’ll start making a <div>. To every <div> a different class should be assigned
depending the type of content you are writing (text, emails, chats, essays, thesis etc…).
Every different class has different design/ css styles. Of course, in every chapter/
frequency you can have different divs for different content. We will show you how to do
this using Markdown.

The following is a table where you can check and choose the different type of contents
and its corresponding class:

        +---------------+-------------------------------+--------------------+
        | Type          | Definition                    | div class          |
        +===============+===============================+====================+
        | Image         | 'relevant' image              | .big               |
        |               | 'secondary' image             | .small             |
        +---------------+-------------------------------+--------------------+
        | Plain text    | essays, thesis chapters,      | .text              |
        |               | description of the projects   |                    |
        +---------------+-------------------------------+--------------------+
        | Conversation  | emails, chats, conversations, | .conversation      |
        |               | interviews. (written text)    |                    |
        +---------------+-------------------------------+--------------------+
        | Ref. to Audio | part of the chapter that      | .aref              |
        | chapters      | refers to an audio stream     |                    |
        +---------------+-------------------------------+--------------------+

(These are all the classes you can choose from! You can’t make your own classes :-/ , tell
us if we have left something out, this list can also grow on the process)

Now that you know how more or less which type of content you would like to write, let’s
start writing:

1. How to write a div?

• To write a div you need to fence the content between at least
three colons (:::) You can use more to visualize better the
content inside your frequency.

                    Markdown                          HTML
    
            :::::::::::::::::
            Your content here     ---->    <div>Your content here</div>
            :::::::::::::::::

2. How to define classes for a div?

!!!!!be careful a space is needed before the bracket that defines the class

                Markdown                                HTML
    
            :::::::: {.class1}
            Your content here    ---->   <div class="class1">Your content here</div>
            :::::::::::::::::

<div> + class is super important because it defines the type of content you are going to
include!!

3. How to write a div inside a div?**

                        Markdown                           HTML
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:::::::: {.text}.                <div class="text">
            Your content here                      Your content here
            :::::: {.conversation}                   <div class="conversation"> 
                this is a conversation   ---->           this is a conversation
             inside a text.                           inside a text
            ::::::                                   </div>
            ::::::::::                          </div>

Once you have your div structure you can start adding content to it

4. How to make Headings/Titles?

!!!!!be careful a space is needed after the #

                        Markdown                               HTML
                
            # First level heading       --->    <h1>First level heading</h1>
             ## Second level heading     --->    <h2>Second level heading</h2>
              ### Third level heading     --->    <h3>Third level heading</h3>

5. How to write a plain text paragraph?

You just need to write plain text. Pandoc will put it inside a <p> tag for you.

Side note: Do not use indentations, because Pandoc will think it is code instead of plain
text!

6. How to use italics or bold?

             Markdown                           HTML
                
           *this is italic*     --->        <em>this is italic</em> 
            **this is bold**     --->       <strong>this is bold</strong> 

7. How to write code?

To write code you need to fence the content between at least three grave accents: (```)

    ``` 
    This is a code block
    ``` 

Side note: we used this format to write all the code instructions of this protocol you are
reading. You can see it on the instructions pad

8. How to make footnotes?

To make a footnote in your text you add [number] in your text and in a list.

        I've read this amazing book[^66] and this book too[^67]

        [^66]: Super cool book. 
        [^67]: Lame book.

or

9. How to link to an URL 1  in the text?

You can easily link outside the text. This is handy in the web version. To have it also
convenient for the print version, it is best to add all the links as a footnote too. Here you
can see an example on how to do it:

You can visit [my website!](https://www.xpub.nl)[^12]

https://www.xpub.nl/
https://www.xpub.nl/
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
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[^12]: <www.xpub.nl> "You can add text between these double quotes here, it is optional"

10. How to add an image?**

For images we have defined two classes: one for big images and one for small. Here you
can see how an image is added and that is defined as big.

    ![Here is the text that would be under the image](images/test1.jpg){.big}

If you would like to have a small image, you can define it as {.small}.

11. How to check how it looks?

On https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/index.html you can see the final versions
of all the pads combined with the magic of Python, Pandoc and Pages.js.

If you make any changes it will not update automatically. To do this, you have to go to
JupyterLab and run the Python script:

A.

Go to our JupyterLab and open a terminal.

B.

Go to the folder where the Python script is located.

        cd shared/html/walkie-talkie/

C.

Run the python script

        python3 python.py

TTTTTadaa!adaa!adaa!adaa!adaa! you can now check walkie-talkie 2  again and see your changes. Btw, did you
know that it can look different on a different browser?

Resources:

On Pandoc 3  you can find more informations about the markdown and pandoc
lovestory. You are welcome to explore things yourself and add them in this pad.

We rendered this manual from a pad using our protocol to make an idea of what can be

done. This is the pad 4

And this is the pad 5 with the examples displayed below.

1. https://www.xpub.nl “You can add text between these double quotes here, it is
optional”↩

2. https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/index.html “Walkie-Talkie Pad”↩

3. https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#pandocs-markdown↩

4. https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructions↩

5. http://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-test↩

Plain Text Example:
This is how you could structure essays, thesis chapters,

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#pandocs-markdown
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#pandocs-markdown
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#pandocs-markdown
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#pandocs-markdown
https://pandoc.org/MANUAL.html#pandocs-markdown
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructions
https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/instructions
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
http://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-test
http://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/pad/p/frequency-test
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref5
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref5
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descriptions of projects, basically verything that has blocks of
texts

This thesis aims at exploring the current conditions of Italy’s rural landscape, of its
hidden and decentralised areas, on which will be carved a path of investigation, research
and narration as to outline first and consequently move the borders, with the objective of
making both temporary and permanent settlement of new residents in those areas
possible through new cultural routes. This work developed ever since the start of the
adventure back in December 2020, when I began to formulate the basis for an
experiment which I didn’t know when could take place, let alone where, with the idea to
momentarily move there to delve into its specificities, understanding its correlation with
main urbanised centres and infrastructures [1], while hazarding living and creative
attempts.

This is how you would call a small image

Conversation
Example:
This is how you could structure

conversations, interviews, emails,
messages, chats and so on. Basically
everything that involves multiple voices.

The first is an example with headers and the second playing with
bold and italics. Remember that you can add code to any of the
divs you just need to add (```) before and after like in the
example below in blue.

Option 1: Using headers level 2 and 3

15:06

Jacopo:

Telephone’s signal looks more diffused than last time..

15:06

Jacopo:

There’s less isolation

15:06

Poni:

Wtfffffffff

15:06

Jacopo:

We have to sabotage the antenna.

15:06

Poni:

No problem

Option 2: Using italics * and bold **

15:06 Jacopo: Telephone’s signal looks more diffused than last time..

15:06 Jacopo: There’s less isolation
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15:06 Poni: Wtfffffffff

15:06 Jacopo: We have to sabotage the antenna.

15:06 Poni: No problem

15:07 Poni: try this code, careful with indentation

    sudo nano reboot 
        :)
    for code use this format 
        if everyone = happy
        print(publication)

Mixed example
This is a paragraph inside your chapter. You may want to relate some parts of your

chapter to specified point of audio files. It can be a special wordspecial wordspecial wordspecial wordspecial word or a whole sentencewhole sentencewhole sentencewhole sentencewhole sentence
where you explain what is happening in the sound blurp blap boing! the 24th of Junewhere you explain what is happening in the sound blurp blap boing! the 24th of Junewhere you explain what is happening in the sound blurp blap boing! the 24th of Junewhere you explain what is happening in the sound blurp blap boing! the 24th of Junewhere you explain what is happening in the sound blurp blap boing! the 24th of June
there was a radio frequency transmiting the ideathere was a radio frequency transmiting the ideathere was a radio frequency transmiting the ideathere was a radio frequency transmiting the ideathere was a radio frequency transmiting the idea

And maybe share with someone a recipe:

    Orange Juice:
    Ingredients: 
        1. oranges
        2. Juice
        3. Love 
        4. a glass
    
    take everything and do juice
    
    Nice! Five stars!

This is how you would call a big image
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C.2 ~ F.678
Draft for an Habitat Manifesto
by Jacopo and Federico

(from July 2021)

experimenting with materials
questioning tools
investigating primitive and current communication forms
sharing knowledge
walking
documenting
drawing
crafting
talking
cooking
wondering around
mapping
recording
printing with rust
collecting stones,
modifying maps
tracing new paths
collaborating with nature
recording the movements of the flowers
orienting with stars and natural hints
collective readings
building shelters
collecting stones
filling spaces with new meanings
making bread
raising chickens
building the chicken house
occupying radio frequencies
preparing the clay
spending a morning in the Tabac Shop in Tredozio
searching mushrooms
cooking break
interacting with the landscape
getting lost in the wood
playing outside in the night
creating symbols
dancing
scanning found patterns
improvising
preparing mythologies
contemplating the noises
embracing slow connectivity
protecting the shadow-areas
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recognizing all the elements of the ecosystem
singing together
singing alone
gathering around the fireplace
hanging the laundry in the sun
facilitating conviviality
hear the wind sing
listening Mr. Billi’s records
getting stuck in the brambles
archiving

within and beyond the local scale

1° Concerto della Piana del Cavallo, June 2022
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C.3 ~ F.695
Can the web be more sentimental?
by Nami

(2022)

(*) I love making web pages. It’s just really fun that what I
simply imagine and write is displayed on the world of the web.
Thus I’ve been experimenting with playful visual languages on
the web, creating a few self-initiated publishing projects. Since
then I’ve looked around the job market and found the UX practice
most interesting above all.idea of creating a good user experience
in our daily digital products is beautiful indeed. But then I also
realised that the user experience meant by the current UX practice
is often referring to making all the design elements highly
efficient for user performance. As the web is a functionality-based
medium, this efficiency orientation is of course significant. I
think, however, good user experience can embrace more than that.
What I often miss on the web is a variety of sentiments and
emotions. I mean feelings which are inviting, warm, energetic,
playful, subtle, nostalgic, cute, etc. I believe these are crucial parts
of the user experiences as well! Thus I’ve decided to explore the
possibilities of bringing more sentiments and emotions to the web.
I have established a platform called ‘User Sentimental
eXperience’. In this place, I would like to publish a series of small
web experiments and essays about the user sentimental experience
every few weeks.
LINK: [https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/Nami_Researchlog/]
(https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/Nami_Researchlog/){.aref}

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

Issue1. A luxurious life on the web: A room to zone out (12th May 2022)

Issue1

I drew a zone out room for people to ease their pressure about productivity on the web
and space out. Visitors in the room will click some elements there but the effects of the
click mechanism won’t result in any special outcomes.

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,
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Issue2. Fill the fishbowl with your web memory (27th May 2022)

Issue2

In the 2nd issue I made a fishbowl notepad. The idea came from me being often
oblivious of what I did on the web in the end of the day, despite of visiting many web
places and feeling. The web doesn’t seem to be a curious place and medium but I
wondered if the small activity of making notes could help to enjoy the mundane digital
context a bit better.

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

Issue3. Console yourself: A chocolate box (10th June 2022)

Issue3

In the 3rd issue I drew a chocolate box for people who have been generally enduring
busy and stressful lives and more specifically, for people who have been persistently
writing some codes to work on the web. Console.log is a web function to debug or inspect
some web codes that you write, but generally the definition of the word ‘console’ is to
comfort and soothe someone who had some pains or struggles. I wanted to give a light
gift, which is the chocolate box, to people around me with the simple method of using
‘console.log’ on the web. they click the right mouse button on the page, and select
‘inspect’, they’ll see a section called ‘console’. After writing some comments inside the ’
‘mark, (e.g. console.log(’I have been doing great’)) and press the Enter key, they’ll be able
to take a bite of a chocolate piece in the box.

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

More issues are coming soon!
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C.4 ~ F.686
Waves patterns: past, present and future?
by Camilo

(2022)

(*) One day I wrote about myself being infront of a computer.
Just before coming to the Netherlands. Back then I was writing
about contemplation and web.

** Relationships with human and non-human transform.

.•*´¨`*•.2'•*´¨`*•.¸¸.•*´¨`*0_,•*´¨`*•.¸¸.•*´¨`*•.¸2•*´¨`*•.¸¸.•*´¨`*•.¸0•*´¨`*•.¸

Hace un tiempo, sobre las Luz que les hablo dejo de ser poética. Es un hecho y me
fastidia, me fastidia verme agotado frente a ella, pensando en todo lo que no fue fuera de
ella, quisiera no haber visto todo lo que vi, haber visitado todo lo que visité. Still visiting,Still visiting,Still visiting,Still visiting,Still visiting,
still exhausted, Jawwwwstill exhausted, Jawwwwstill exhausted, Jawwwwstill exhausted, Jawwwwstill exhausted, Jawwww Porque recordarlo no es un problema, es lidiar con el cuerpo
agotado, el cerebro estúpidamente agotado, incapaz de atender. Soy adicto, sí. Libero
oxitocina, dopamina frente a mi pantalla. Me quedo ahí, hipnotizado, embrutecido, me
pierdo y hace rato que dejó de ser poético. Arderá y desde adentro iluminará lo que
proyecta la luz. Tóxica transformación. Scroll, scroll, scroll. scroll,scroll,scrollscroll,scroll,scrollscroll,scroll,scrollscroll,scroll,scrollscroll,scroll,scroll ¿Cuándo se
acabará? Me pregunto siempre ¿En qué momento produce la gente que postea*
constantemente? Es decir, ¿no hacen más? Programan todo? Cuantos twits en un solo
día? ¿Cómo puede ser eso posible? No hacen más. Yo pasivamente consumo, pero ellos
activamente responden. ¿Qué más hacen? ¿De qué viven? ¿En qué momento se
concentran?*

(2022)

It hasn’t change so much. still in front of a computer.It hasn’t change so much. still in front of a computer.It hasn’t change so much. still in front of a computer.It hasn’t change so much. still in front of a computer.It hasn’t change so much. still in front of a computer.

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

Diffraction Methodologies

The following is a fragment of the thesis. Permeable Territories:
Between reflection and diffraction weaving a living publishing
practice. Until here the disertation contextalized my publishing
experience and introduce a reflective approach to it from the
manifesto format.

Reflection for me has been a tool for thinking. Intuitively, I find reflexivity the way to ask
myself questions critically. To dig into thoughts and develop a conversation with the
reality that surrounds me, by asking questions about it, I see myself engaging with what I
think is a conscious thought process.

Diffractive methodology on the other hand is a critical approach to theory and
knowledge construction that seeks to open up the binary approach of reflective thinking.
Donna Haraway and Karen Barad elaborated this critical thought as part of their
contributions to feminist theory and new materialisms. They propose to look the
diffractive physics phenomena of waves to engage critically with reality.

When reading Haraway and Barad’s theory of diffraction, I understood that, without
being aware of it, when reflecting on the world I am approaching it from a distance.
Reflection let us see the world from the distance. Haraway argues that reflexivity is
founded in representationalism, which is embedded in a scientific knowledge: “a
scientific realist believes that scientific knowledge accurately reflects physical reality,
whereas a strong social constructivist would argue that knowledge is more accurately
understood as a reflection of culture, rather than nature”(Barad, 2007, p.86). One is
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projected into the other, like imprinted stamps on a surface.

Therefore, reflection acts from the idea of a mirror, which in fact is a reflective object. By
providing an accurate image or representation of the object mirrored, the reflection is
exposed to be known, described, thought, identified, etc. There is never an act of relation
between the observer and the reflected more than proximity and identification of
similarities. In fact, according to Haraway a mirror just displaces the same elsewhere,
setting up additionally worries about copy and original and the search for the authentic
and really real (Barad, 2007, p.86). The already known reductionist approach of science.

This thought drives me to question how actually such
an embedded idea implies a certain attitude to the
world. I recognize in reflection the capability to find
common ground. By looking for the same elsewhere
there is an activity that connects conceptually the
reality. Reflections as the process of finding
intersections between the thing that I already know
within the present reality. It is a thinking process that
elaborates and digests critically, but it is, in fact, linear
and binary. Again, like the image in the mirror.

Diffraction makes emphasis not on the intersections
between things but on their relationships. It happens
when waves -light, water, sound- encounter an
obstacle and form a multitude of patterns as they pass
through. This image of interferences among waves is
what Donna Haraway and Karen Barad want to draw
attention to. Haraway(2007) sees diffraction as an
optical metaphor for the effort to make a difference in
the world. To her, diffraction patterns record the
history of interaction, interference, reinforcement,
difference. In contraposition to reflection, it is about
heterogeneous history, not about originals nor
uniformity. Unlike reflection, diffraction doesn’t
displace the same elsewhere in more or less distorted
form. Diffraction can be a metaphor for another kind
of critical consciousness. “It gives us the opportunity to
become more attuned to how differences are being
created in the world, and what particular effects they
have on subjects and their bodies” (Barad, 2007,
p.273). Seeing and thinking diffractively, therefore,
implies a self-accountable, critical and responsible engagement with the world. But what
does that mean in practice? How can it be a concrete methodology? And how can I relate
it to the publishing practices?

Last .-. fragment/chapter -._,-'"` of the .- thesis,  
    makes me     `-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"
   .-.   .-.  d.-.   .-.   .-.   .-.   u-.   .-.   .-.   .-. t
   
            '-'   '-'   '-'   '-'o  '-'   '-'   '-'   b'-'   '-'   
             
   `-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`-._,-'"`-._,-'
                               -'"`-._,-'`-._,-'"`-._,.-.   .-.

.•*´¨`*•.2'•*´¨`*•.¸¸.•*´¨`*0_,•*´¨`*•.¸¸.•*´¨`*•.¸2•*´¨`*•.¸¸.•*´¨`*•.¸0•*´¨`*•.¸

   método-rumiante = ["Lento", "perezoso", "poco productivo", 
      "poco sexy", "grande", "excesivo", "de cuero muy duro", 
      "poco delicado", "poco refinado", "camina lento", "es ocioso", 
      "dejado", "abandonado en sus formas"] 
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(2022)

I don’t feel we are understanding the ruminant method yet. How
can I stop being productive. How is this different today?

   print(metodo-ruminante[0])
   
   Lento 
   `-._,-'"`- Slow

I found this notes on my computer. Part of a trash-bin of last
thesis thoughts. ↓

*** “Las TIC y toda su infraestructura son también tecnologías de
la movilidad porque trasladan significados de un lugar a otro,
como también lo hace la traducción.” Pág. 45.

**** Technologies move.

    -._,-2͍̥̩͈̽̓͗͋'"`-._,-'"`-._,0̨ͣ̍̄ͥ̽ͧ̓̐̉ͯ͆́̎̇҉͟.-'"`-._,-'`-._, 2̵̵̪͉̫̤̪̻͇͈͎̟̲͑̉̅͛ͫ̆͂ͮͦ̔̎͟.-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`*̗̰̯͇̼͇ͯͩ͌͌̅̚-._,-'`-._

RRRRRelational cards finally are perfoming diffraction, they propagate mostly through soundelational cards finally are perfoming diffraction, they propagate mostly through soundelational cards finally are perfoming diffraction, they propagate mostly through soundelational cards finally are perfoming diffraction, they propagate mostly through soundelational cards finally are perfoming diffraction, they propagate mostly through sound
where there is no repetition, and they generate themselves based on diffracted personalwhere there is no repetition, and they generate themselves based on diffracted personalwhere there is no repetition, and they generate themselves based on diffracted personalwhere there is no repetition, and they generate themselves based on diffracted personalwhere there is no repetition, and they generate themselves based on diffracted personal
intentions. Participants trained themselves to conjure and bring to matter different waysintentions. Participants trained themselves to conjure and bring to matter different waysintentions. Participants trained themselves to conjure and bring to matter different waysintentions. Participants trained themselves to conjure and bring to matter different waysintentions. Participants trained themselves to conjure and bring to matter different ways
to relate thought. Glossary cards are served in multiple homes and they contain collectiveto relate thought. Glossary cards are served in multiple homes and they contain collectiveto relate thought. Glossary cards are served in multiple homes and they contain collectiveto relate thought. Glossary cards are served in multiple homes and they contain collectiveto relate thought. Glossary cards are served in multiple homes and they contain collective
but contextual beleives, propositions, logics, resources.but contextual beleives, propositions, logics, resources.but contextual beleives, propositions, logics, resources.but contextual beleives, propositions, logics, resources.but contextual beleives, propositions, logics, resources.

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

Challenging the structure

I see in glossaries a key idea to understand the foundation of the paradoxical spaces I’m
stepping on. Glossaries are common elements inside books. Typically made as a list of
terms and descriptions, they usually exist inside non-fiction and fiction books to clarify
terminology, explain words or give context to the text. But, most of all they create
meaning at the very base of a book. By explaining specific words within their context,
each description makes part of the book’s foundation. Fundamentally, glossaries don’t
guide the reader, they accompany the reader; building up the soil to step on, without
being the path to walk through.

In the context of literary theory, a book’s glossary is what Gerard Gennette(1997)
describes as a paratext. Investigating how texts operate with each other, he highlights
how every text is presented inside a book using elements that are not part of the text
itself. According to him, titles, subtitles, index, dedications, epigraphs, etc. are thresholds
to the text. Elements that mark a start to the text without being a boundary or a sealed-
border (Gerard Gennette, 1997, p. 1). In those words, glossaries can be seen as the
permeable space inside a book that gives context to the reader. According to Allison
Fagan, researcher on bilingual glossaries in latinx literature, “The glossary is a way to
create context, for those readers who wanted it, without interrupting the flow of the
story” (Allison Fagan, 2016, p.61).

The structure of the glossary is usually a list in alphabetical order placed at the
beginning or end of a book. It follows a concrete order because it aims to communicate
accurately. Going letter by letter and describing word by word, every glossary is always
accessible. In fact, It seems to decrypt the texts’ foundations by classifying its key entities
into a clear, direct and ease-to-use rule book for the reader.

Either made by the editor or the author themselves, every glossary is essentially the
result of gathering, describing and classifying specific words and technical terms used by
the author.
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Analyzing this process and its structure, brings up some problems. To me, setting limits
through tight definitions, one after the other, turns the glossary-making process into an
exercise of drawing sharp borders surrounding definitions. An act of making strict
containers and putting “non-living” entities inside. Like territories defined on a map. A
practice that would sector the glossary as a space. In fact, if this space is the foundation of
the book, it is one marked by strong borders and delimited areas using lines between
concepts and meanings. It would be naive to deny that this can be useful, but it’s
important to highlight that by recognizing the existence of the limit, an attitude of power
is revealed. The reasons to choose terms and descriptions may be questioned.

For Hope A. Olson “classifications are closed systems […] they represent some concepts
and not others”. She argues that, “no classification will ever be inclusive” (Olson, 1998,
p.235). Therefore, the clarity of such a structure inside the glossaries implies the
constrain of the threshold, and its apparent impossibility of being open and fluid.
Furthermore, generally the description gathered inside each entry of a glossary follows
what Olson describes as a “mainstream act of classification” which means it usually
follows “structures developed by the most powerful discourses in a society”. By tracing
limits between words and descriptions, there is a “marginalisation of concepts outside
the mainstream”. Everything beyond those descriptions and explanations becomes
irrelevant or assumed to be known. In glossaries is easy to fall into marginalisation and
closed pictures of the world. They seem to be the gatekeeper of book knowledge as
unidirectional puzzle solvers or the key to understanding. Rather than a threshold,
usually they become a wall. A surface to post a rulebook for comprehension.

Nevertheless, I believe glossaries may be explored as the open space the image of a
threshold suggests. When describing a paratext Gennette(1998) uses as an example
Borges’ description of a preface. He describes it as a vestibule: the space inside a house
“that offers the world at large the possibility of either stepping inside or turning back”.
Such a space is one space in itself, but it, as a threshold, suggests movement. Its
passageway characteristics draw intimate connectivity from the house to the street. After
opening the door to a book, the reader has a space to move, interact, continue or step
back. a paratext inhabits these moments for the reader. They are elements and entities
themselves that simultaneously facilitate movement from, and to the text in a double-way

direction. As the same as the vestibule of Borges, I believe glossaries can be seen as a
space for freedom and fluidity where relation-ability and critical thought can emerge:
elements inside books that facilitate interactions between the inside and the outside of a
book. Letting readers ask questions about the construction of knowledge they are
reading. Why have these words been defined in this way? Who chose them and who
defined them? Or what are the intentions of classifying them as they are classified?

In contraposition to such a constrained structure that
draws limits by classifying, and instead acknowledging
a diffractive methodology. I want to experiment with
shapeshifting in glossaries. In the following sections, I
am going to introduce two possible attempts to re-
think and diffract the glossary. First, I’ll explore the
etymology of “glossary” to find radical approaches to its
form. The glossary will transform into a “layering of
annotations” where footnotes are annotations that
enrich the text’s meaning. And second, I’ll visit Allison
Fagan’s article Translating in the Margins: attending to
Glossaries in Latina/o Literature(2016) to exemplify
how the glossary project we are making for publishing
can subvert the dominant and oppressive culture of
knowledge by criss-crossing between languages.
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***** Es contra la idea de eficiencia que el rumiante es menos
máquina y más animal. (Lucressia Masson, 2015)

(2022)

The following text was part of a reflection about internet and
long sessions in front of a computer. Overwhelm, satiety, anxiety,
curiosity, astonishment, rage, satisfaction and dissatisfaction as
constant as constant affections between the struggle to believe to
know something and to know nothing.

        En las mañanas me levanto, 
        tomo una ducha, hago desayuno y 
        enciendo el computador. 

... 
            Horas después,
            mi atención regresa a
            la taza vacía del café 
            que tomé acompañando 
            la sesión. Me levanto de 
            la mesa y con una extraña 
            sensación en el pecho aparece 
            siempre la misma pregunta: 
                                                
    -¿Qué he hecho esta mañana? 
                                                
            -Otro baño de luz blanca —me respondo— 
                                                
                            Intento convencerme
                            de que la relación adictiva 
                            con el internet tiene bajo ese nombre
                            un carácter fresco y saludable. 

        Las horas frente a la pantalla 
        dejaron atrás revistas, libros, 
        memes, películas, imágenes, artículos, 
        artistas, personajes, conceptos, chistes... 
                                                
                Información que me llevó a 
                más información como una cadena 
                de hipervínculos infinitos de novedad. 
                                                
            Una concatenación frenética 
            de contenido vasto e inagotable; 
                                        
    el internet en sí mismo,
    un baño de luz sobreabundante 
    e inaprensible. 
 
                            Agobio, saciedad, ansiedad, curiosidad, 
                            asombro, rabia, satis- facción e insatisfacción 
                            como afectos constantes entre la lucha 
                            por creer conocer algo y no conocer nada. 
                            
Volver a la luz,
dejarme llevar y encontrar entre bits
ese algo que cautiva la mirada y pierde sentido con el tiempo acelerado y sin rumbo. 
                                                
No para perpetuarlo o atraparlo, solo para retrasar su olvido y hacer explícito un proceso 
de consumo desenfrenado e impaciente. 
                                        
        
                    Masticar, disfrutar, digerir y quizás 
                                        
                                
                                                
                                                                recordar 
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(2022)

The following drawing was part of a series of drawings made in
2021 during quarentine about slowing down and contemplating
the internet. This one was about a xpub special issue. This
happend before getting accepted to the course.

:*´¨`*:.•.¸¸.•´¯`•.:*´¨`*:.•.¸¸.•´¯`•.:*´¨`*:.•.¸¸.•´¯`•.:*´¨`*:.•.¸¸.•

(2022)

During the end of the first year of the course, a tutor proposed us
to imagine new accounting systems as an excercise of
understanding accounting from its root “to reckon”. I imagined
the following. (By that time Colombia was going through a rough
wave of police brutality. Today, I’m writing this on election’s day.
I hope people will vote for a change.)

Accounting systems: (to reckon) take in consideration the breath
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Without adding one on the top of another, breathing extends dispersedly through time
and space. It marks a moment leaving one behind. This system doesn’t accumulate, this
system expands and contracts. It exposes reasons that just the body knows.

Some visual representations of the system during a conversation:

    ∿〜*〜∿ 

 ∿/*〜〜∿ 
      ∿/*\\∿ 

C : ∿〜Giga Juan, or more accurate 〜∿ ∿〜Juan the Horse is a video and a meme at
the same time.〜∿ ∿〜* Memes are everywhere and they are〜∿ ,〜∿ among a bunch
of things,〜∿ ∿〜a minimum cultural expression of a Society. 〜∿ ∿〜* I like to think
that they exist to transmit “the less” with “the enough”.〜∿ A short piece of valuable
cultural expression.〜∿

∿/But, despite the valuable action, being aware that some of them are critical. what
could be the maximum? 〜〜∿ ∿/ and when do you decide to laugh when you just want
to scream.\∿ ∿〜Furthermore, what is to laugh here in the global north about the
minimum if the global south is burning, dying.\∿ ∿〜Today, I find myself in a frustrating
and shocking situation. 〜〜∿ ∿/People are dying in my country by police brutality.〜∿

∿/I don’t want to laugh. \∿

`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-0_,-'`-._,-'"`-._,2'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'`2._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,

Radical Glossary: a layering of annotations

“Las etimologías nos acercan a lo que fuimos, lo que nos dijimos

cuando las cosas eran de otra manera” 1 2  (Obligado, 2021)

The etymology 3  of the word glossary comes from the Latin term ‘gloss’ which means

‘annotation’, and also ‘layer’ in English. Therefore, radically –from the root 4 –, a glossary

can also be seen as the layer of the book that accompanies the reader 5 6 7  through

annotations. The glossary as a ‘layering of annotations’ 8

I understand annotations as small gestures from the reader to a text. In the form of
notes or short explanations, it is an act that makes a strong connection between them

both. 9  I think that, by annotating, the reader is giving back something to the text. The
notes on the margins of a book expand the text by introducing new information that
didn’t exist before, but furthermore, give new thought to it.

To me, the annotated thought inside the margins of the book becomes a conversation

between the reader and the text. 10  A conversation I like to think happens as an intimate
act of reciprocity. Intimate because it appears from a close encounter, and reciprocal

because both are giving from themselves to each other. 11

(2022)

visit http://diffraction.attempt.press to see more attempts to
diffract.

1. Etymologies bring us closer to what we were, what we said to ourselves when things
were different.↩

2. Y eran de otra manera porque las cosas cambian, se transforman, se moldean y tornan
de forma. Toman un sentido distinto, se vuelven diferentes. Continúan siendo desde la
diferencia. No por adición ni sustracción. Difracción.*And they were different because
things change, they transform, they mold and change shape. They take on a different
meaning, they become different. They continue to be from the difference. Not by
addition or subtraction. Diffraction.↩

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
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1. Clara Obligado, the writer from the quote, gave me a nice insight regarding etymologies.
They are secret stories. Hidden moments of words that are also ours. Etymology for me
it’s driven by that notion, it’s not about the proper use of language neither addressing
the truth. It’s about tracing the human consensus through languages. Ones that are
secret and malleable. Permeable.↩

2. Roots can be long, short, slippery, strong, sticky, pale, scrawny, robust. Sometimes
towards stability and other towards nourishment, they all tend to the profound. There
where life make them possible.↩

3. The reader is according to the dictionary: “Noun: a person who reads”. But also
“someone who reads for pleasure, specially a person who reads a lot.” I wonder why it
has to have such a positivist meaning? Sometimes I hate reading, I hate what I read and
I keep considering myself a reader.↩

4. Reader in Spanish is “Lector”. Its etymology comes from the word “leer” which is “to
read” in English. Leer comes from lectus that means “escoger”, to choose. How am I
choosing when reading? And how is this related to the my pleasure?↩

5. Matthew Stadler thinks that as readers, we are public and being public we make sense
of the mere act of publishing. From the pleasure of choosing, he suggests that we can
shape an economy. Nevertheless, according to him, readers are struggling shoppers. He
claims that the reader naturally quiet the noise of shopping. “The clerk asks us what
we’d like to buy, and we look up, half-focused in the space of reading, and we answer
with a question.”(Mathew Stadler, 2011).↩

6. Sheila de Bretteville, in 1992 as part of the Dirty Design and Fuzzy Theory, br ought up
the idea of “strudeling” as a metaphor for a multi-layered field of work, “in which
spheres of professional and private life are constantly mixing. In dynamic contact with
other people, boundaries blur and competences are combined and shared” (Severin
GeiBler et al., p.88). Such a pastry draws an imaginary of complexity. Sweet baked
pieces of interwoven annotations.↩

7. As a liminal space. Matthew Stadler describes the reading process as the dissolution of
the self by mixing with others. The multiple voices. The author, and the countless others
readers, real and imagined. (Mathew Stadler, 2011)↩

8. Footnotes as a weaving process. How can entanglements be shaped on the practice of
communicating? How to map and overlap thoughts while doing transversal reading of
texts? Reading diffractively also shapes the way writing takes form.↩

9. atata is the composition of two ideogram in Mhuysqa, an indigenous people language
from Colombia. It means: “I give myself to you”, “you give yourself to me”. It is
reprocity awareness, the relationship between living nature: plants, territory, animals
and culture. Words, sentences, paragraphs, meanings, descriptions, footnotes, notes,
pictures, languages. It comes from the deep understanding of the profound connection
between things. The ones that touch the ground where differences morph and transform
the matter.↩
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C.5 ~ F.808
It’s all done subconsciously
by Camilo & Kendal

This conversation took place in telegram between Camilo and Kendal. It happened
during a time Kendal was taking care of Camilo.

                                [4 May 2022 at 11:09:44]

Kendal,

Oh! Did you borrow that book from the library in the end? I read
where I am! I read where I am Book URLI read where I am Book URLI read where I am Book URLI read where I am Book URLI read where I am Book URL I still think it’s super
interesting for you because of the way the glossary and footnotes
are part of the book

Camilo,

Hello hello!! ��������� Oh trueee, thank you for the reminder….and
actually now the reading moments for the glossary are getting
closer and closer Actually yesterday I thought that you once talked
with Femke about reading through tarot cards? Or something like
that? How does it work? Because now I’m introducing the card
formats, was curious

Kendal,

Ah I made these tarot cards for the radio implicancies special
issue, it was a way to read through these lenses but I added my
own cards to a pre-existing deck

Let me find the original deck for you

Camilo,

Yes yes that! Amazing I’m going to experiment with that

Kendal,

The Oracle for Transfeminist Technologies is a card game that
help us envision and co-design feminist technologies for a better
and more inclusive future.

Kendal,

https://www.transfeministech.codingrights.org/ these are the
original cards And here’s the manual

Camilo,

But then it was a way to read a external text or the cards
themselves add new meaning and text?

Camilo,

Omg yes

https://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/i-read-where-i-am-exploring-new-information-cultures/
https://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/i-read-where-i-am-exploring-new-information-cultures/
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Kendal,

https://5d902b65-686b-46b4-bd3a-0617a3090de7.filesusr.com
/ugd/cfe831_49b843221e134bd2a7f284ea4d0863a0.pdf

Camilo,

I knew I needed to ask you hahaha

Kendal,

Hahaha of course! I think I still even have my cards I made here
so I can bring them for you ���������

Camilo,

Yesss please ���������

dog gif

Kendal,

I added some things about what is
present in a text as a way to find hidden
stuff. I used it mostly on big tech
apology letters haha

Camilo,

Cool, but I don’t remember… for that broadcast did you record
yourself reading?

Kendal,

I did! It’s in the final broadcast

Camilo,

Do you remember which one?

Kendal,

It’s quite long so if you choose to listen you can skip the
beginning until I read

Camilo,

Aaa oki

Kendal,

Because I did a whole scene setting storyline first

Camilo,

Oki, nice! It’s funny how everytime I talk with someone about
there projects, or something, you can see how we all have
similarities… maybe not with this project in particular… but it’s
like we are letting ourselves be inspired but other’s processes
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Kendal,

Yeah. I love how we all connect in one way or another, it’s all
done subconsciously and I think there’s some magic in that.

Camilo,

Hahaha yes I also think is Magic ���� Tele-magic Ahahaha

Kendal,

Like even in the most normal situations like how I told you I
went for lunch and instantly was thinking about how you would
enjoy what I was eating, I think we all exist in eachothers
subconscious after how we connected in the first year dealing with
the pandemic and whatnot I like to think of it as magic haha

Camilo,

so trueee!!! That’s why I think the truly experiment of XPUB has
been putting together 10 people from different backgrounds to
work in the same project and see what happens hahaha… We are
subconscious magic as a result hahah but it can be terrifying
Hahaha

Kendal,

Hahah for sure. A social experiment that went actually well I
think it bonded us for sure

Camilo,

Indeed! ���

Kendal,

Hahaha yes for sure. It’s weird to think you all exist in my
subconscious, just hanging about looking for connections

Camilo,

Which is really difficult to have, in fact… In my previous master
we tried to work collectively in a publication It was disaster, :(
haha no connection at all

Kendal,

Oh really? What did you feel was different?

Camilo,

Well, I would say because we didn’t have full time for it… so it
was really difficult to make appointments and to schedule
working hours… and on top of that, not everyone was excited
about it, so it was draining sometimes to carry the project and to
incentive people to work…

Kendal,

Ahh yeah, that will do it. I think XPUB being advertised as a
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collective weeded out a lot of people who simply don’t like working
in groups

                                [6 May 2022 at 16:20:00]

Kendal,

Camilo,

Hahaha love �

Thanks for the reminder

kendal,

I also need to!
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C.6 ~ F.922
2022. 5. 12. 오후 2:28

From: Nami Kim

User Sentimental Experience: I wanna feel too on the web. I wanna look at the
screen as if I look beyond the window.

Hello, my name is Nami. I’m a graphic designer, and now I’m a second year master
student from Experimental Publishing in Piet Zwart Institute (Rotterdam, NL). I
love making web pages. It’s just really fun that what I simply imagine and write is
displayed on the web world. Thus I’ve been experimenting with playful visual
languages on the web, creating a few self-initiated publishing projects. My passion
and love for the web medium have made me think that I want to be a web publisher
and designer in the upcoming future. Since then, I’ve looked around the job market
and found UX practice interesting. The idea of drawing a good user experience in
our daily digital products is beautiful indeed.

But then I also realised that the user experience meant by the current UX practice is
often referring to making all the design elements highly efficient for user
performance. Of course this efficiency-orientation is significant, as the web is a
functionality-based medium. However, I think a good user experience can embrace
more than that. What I often miss on the web is a broader variety of sentiments and
emotions. I mean feelings that are inviting, warm, energetic, playful, subtle, nostalgic,
cute, etc. I believe these are crucial parts of the user experiences as well!

Thus I’ve decided to explore the possibilities of bringing more sentiments and
emotions to the web. From now on, I would like to share with you a series of small
web experiments and essays about the user sentimental experience every few weeks.

Here is a link to the first issue, which is a room that I drew to suggest we put down
stress about productive behaviours on the digital mediums. You are able to space out
here. You’ll click elements in the room but may not gain something special.

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/Nami_Researchlog/issue1_room/issue1.html

(*If you open it through your phone I recommend you see it in landscape mode, but
it’s just a suggestion.)

I will send an email of every issue which will include a link to the work. I hope you
enjoy! Any feedback or collaboration requests are gratefully welcomed.
(namik1m0109@gmail.com)

Looking forward to seeing you with the second issue soon! Bye bye. Nami
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2022. 5. 13. (12:49pm)

From: Camilo G.

Hey Nami, It’s another sunny day, hope you are already enjoying it!

Today I decided to send you an email, yes, probably because its my turn of taking
care of you and you will find this surprisingly weird or funny, hahaha, but I think
this can be a nice opportunity to share with you some thoughts.

Yesterday I read the email you sent about your project and experienced the first
issue. It was really nice to read you and also to spend sometime in that room clicking
objects while smiling in the process. I think is beautiful how subtle actions can
modify your feelings. I felt it myself, and not because it is a space of non-sense
actions, mostly because I was looking for surprises, which connects me with a sense
of curiosity. I imagined watering the plant in the room so much that it goes out from
the browser window when at the same time wondering if there was a limit, hahaha.
The growing plant was my favorite, hahaha. Overall it was simple and fun. Thank
you for that. As a User, even tho you know that by clicking the objects something will
happen, the interaction creates a sense of surprise which for me it was fulfilling.
Maybe not in terms of productivity, but just for the joy of experience it.

Actually, it was also nice to get to now what were you working on all these days in
the school. We have been working next to each other a lot last months, but I didn’t
know what was happening in full. Sometimes we talked about our feelings with the
thesis but not really about the project. Actually we talked a lot about our feelings
without really talking about the actual materiality of it, hahaha. I think it is nice to
see how these struggles look like. I see these small attempts of understanding your
own experience as a designer and internet surfer super interesting. I’m looking
forward to see more and explore more experiments like this.

Last but not least, maybe this is also a good moment to say that I appreciate our
‘silent’ company while working. I feel It has been a nice workspace this year, so
thank you for the days we have share together the space!

Well I think this is all for now, Have a good rest of the day, Drink water, and eat
well :)

Camilo

Pd: Today I didn’t come to the studio because I’m waiting for a plumber to solve a
heavy blocking we have in our kitchen sink! Hahaha, which me luck :S

2022. 5. 15. 오전 10:47

From: Nami Kim

Hi Camilo. Good Sunday morning!

I was actually surprised when I got yr email last Friday. Sorry that my response is
a bit late. During the weekend I mostly crawl into my own cave, shutting down my
brain a bit. This is probably a way how I charge my energy for the upcoming weeks.

Thank you for your feedback on my work, by the way. Hmm..now I’m thinking how
to phrase my minds/impressions well.

I just want to say that your comments are really encouraging…! I have some (inner)
concerns and conflicts. Most of them are about ‘taking courage’. I have been working
on something as an artist/designer many times, but I barely presented them to people
(even to my friends).

I was just.. afraid of how my work will be perceived and evaluated by others. I
wasn’t often confident with what I did.

Through this continual project, however, I try to overcome the fear in my heart.
This time I decided to follow my mind, not being too conscious or sensitive. In this
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sense, your comments are like a little shiny treasure. It’s valuable, warm, and
empowering. Aha, about the plant, I honestly haven’t thought about watering =
growing logic haha. It was more or less a random attempt but your interpretation is
very surprising. You empower meanings as well.

Btw, me trying to let down stress and enjoy at this moment is not just about
working on projects.

I’m gradually realising that we XPUB2 don’t really have much time to be together at
the studio, which makes me feel a bit melancholy haha. I think I was a bit late to get
along with youguys :(

I wish we can laugh together more and more for the time left. The natural and
impulsive tea time is my favorite. I wish we could have that more and more.

p.s. will you come to poni & kamo’s pizza party tonight?

On a sunny day, Nami

2022. 5. 15. (3:50pm)

From: Camilo G.

Hi Nami!

Good to hear that you mostly crawl during the weekend, I would like to do the same,
but I’m usually “too busy or hyperconnected to do it” hahaha :(. I need to change,
nowadays I’m trying to open more space for myself tho. But anyways, as you said
somehow we need to recharge energies for the coming weeks that are gonna be
intense. So, I’m happy to hear that you managed to do it. I have this mixture of
feelings between wanting the school to end, but not really, hahaha. It is weird. Gonna
miss the whole dynamic a lot.

I’m happy to read your thoughts, and to be honest, I really feel you with being afraid
of showing processes and work. It is also really difficult to me. Because as you said,
even if I’m aware that it is just a process it’s easy for me to feel judge. It feels like
opening the door to all my insecurities. It’s hard. I strongly agree when you say that
you are trying to overcome the fear from your heart. I also feel it from the heart.
Therefore, I celebrate your valiant impulse to open yourself and share! Makes me
want to do it as well, hahaha. :)

Actually, I’m gonna share with you something I’ve been working on. I made this
repository to share a tool to make glossaries. https://git.xpub.nl/camilo/Glossary-
making-tool During my process of making the project I developed myself a tool for
making a glossary. In the beginning it was just for myself but one day I asked myself
why not to share it? Maybe somebody will find it useful. It is still in process but what
do you think? You think it would be something somebody use? I also thought that
maybe we can use it for the collective publication? I’m a bit hesitating, and doubting,
hahaha.

That’s it for today, I have to say I’m enjoy a lot this e-mailing,

Let’s keep laughing and drinking tea! Hope you are having a sunny day,

Best,

Camilo

Ps: I’m going with my cousin to Amsterdam so still don’t know if I’m joining the
party. Maybe we come after Amsterdam.

2022. 5. 17. 오전 12:38

From: Nami Kim

Now it’s 00:18AM. Whooooa it was a long day today. It wasn’t an easy meeting but it
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was interesting to see how each of us interprets and imagines the publication. I felt
like you naturally moderated the meeting, which was super helpful(perhaps you
didn’t really intend). I appreciate how you navigated the flow and considerately
listened to people at the same time. I was a bit surprised to hear some people felt the
take caring process a bit forced. So far I haven’t felt that way, but now I understand
it could be. For me it’s been super helpful. The power of this emailing is amazing.
I’m tired but I wanna write you.

Well, we talk about our project topics but also share emotions that we have during
the process… This is interesting. I didn’t know that you also have some fears when it
comes to sharing yr working process. I just visited your website (the tool to make
glossaries). It’s amazing!!! Yes, indeed it’s definitely a tool helping people to
contemplate diverse layers of definitions of a word. I think this methodology and
idea are reflected from you as a human, as a person. Whenever I talk with you, I can
feel that you have a deep and subtle sense of communication. Sometimes I phrase my
emotions clumsily and wrong, but you always grasp the meaning I’m saying.

I like how honest and pure your work is. I appoint you as a love ambassador in
XPUB. (I accidentally overheard your conversation with Avi today. It was super
sweet that you and Avi express emotions, without any hesitation. What a
looooooooooooooveeeee

2022. 5. 23. 9:51pm

From: Camilo G.

Good morning Nami,

It took me a while to answer this e-mail, cause I got my mind elsewhere. I was
testing with Maria the workshop and my cousin was visiting so I needed to host her.
Sometimes when I lot of things are happening I have struggles juggling between
tasks, needs and routines.

I was happy to read your message last time, it drew a smile on my face. Thank you
for your words <3. They are heartwarming and fill me with more love. In fact last
week session was really draining, and I felt myself reaching a no so good stressed
level. I always want to help, but it’s difficult to read everyones intentions,
motivations and so on. But we managed and I’m happy with the direction of this.
Let’s see what happens. This new week we’ll have another session.

How is your project going? I feel that last week we took care of each other in the
studio, just by naturally following each other processes, and asking directly. I saw
that you were happy with your process. It’s nice to see that you also enjoy doing it,
and I can see that as soon as you solve any code, you celebrate! Its nice because I feel
that’s one of the sentimental experience embedded in your project. The making is
also fun!

I wanted to share that, talking about fear when sharing, last week during my first
small workshop test, I felt really good. Also now I’m starting to moving forward on it
smoothly. So I would like to keep the momentum. Also at some point, let’s start a pad
to make together the frequency. I was thinking that it could gather this e-mails with
little concrete “taking care actions” we made to share with people. Let’s talk about it
later tho. I’m just thinking while writing, hahaha.

Hugs!

Camilo

2022. 5. 30. 오전 9:35

From: Nami Kim

Good morning, Camilo! Did you have a nice weekend? I had a very good rest :) Last
Friday I published my 2nd issue. After that, my nerves and muscles got suddenly
relaxed, as if they were melting down. As you know a few weeks ago my first issue
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was published, and I still remember that I was quite nervous and anxious, worrying
about how my work will be perceived by audiences. At the time I even drew the
possibilities of the worst reactions that I might get from people. Unexpectedly,
however, I’ve got some interesting feedback. It’s not a lot of reactions but I’m grateful
that people appreciate my attempt. After I start publishing the first one, I felt
emancipated from all the pressure and stress about the act of ‘publishing/presenting’.

But again in my 2nd issue publishing, I realised that I became a bit anxious again
just before clicking the ‘send’ button. Well, for sure I’m way more relaxed and chill
than the beginning but still, there is some fear about the activity of presenting. Thus
I think it’d be nice for you and me to specifically talk about the fear/insecurity in the
publishing. This could be recorded as a part of frequencies in our publication, as we
agreed. Maybe the topic of ‘fear’ is too negative and narrow for you? Let me know
how you think :)

I believe we’ll have a nice conversation, looking into ourselves how we think about
the meaning of publishing to artists.

On a fresh Monday, Nami

2022. 6. 2. 오전 9:39 <- spanish

From: Camilo G.

Good morning Nami!

Finally Olias’ workshop day is here! Really looking forward. It also reminds me that
you already got a lil chat with her, amazing that you could receive personal feedback
about your project from her. How was to show all these processes to her? How did
you feel? Did you receive interesting comments? I can imagine in those moments the
fear of showing can be bigger. At least it happens to me when sharing something
with a person I admire some how, I feel way more vulnerable.

So, last weekend was really nice, I worked a lot, but I enjoyed. I mostly drew a lot
some illustrations for my project. Drawing for me is so relaxing and exciting at the
same time.

Yes! I saw/read/experience your second issue. The diver situation I told you about
made me laugh a lot, hahaha. Really cool to see that you are flowing more and more
when sharing, it looks like also this act of sharing is a practice you need to exercise
like a muscle. It is inspiring, cause as I told you before, for me is also difficult. I
realised that is mostly because I used to thin that to publish something it has to be
perfectly done and basically finished. But slowly I’m understanding that is more
about the generosity of sharing the important act, no the “product” itself. The funny
thing is that I’m not doing so much nowadays to share more my processes. I still don’t
find a medium that makes me comfortable.

There is something about your two issues I like a lot and its the honesty of the text
that accompanies it. The other day that I was going through Laurel Websites (the
person coming this Friday), I thought about you and I wanted to share this
project/website, I don’t know if you watch it already but, maybe they can be
interesting. Also maybe you can post your issues there, because they accept
submissions. Here the link:

Gossip’s Web the directory of handmade webpages ——> https://gossipsweb.net/

Tell me what you think, there is a lot of things to see and some of them really bring
me this emotional/sentimental experience you are looking for!

Btw, I enjoy writing these e-mails,

Best,

Camilo
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C.7 ~ F.915
Count on me / Console Me
Console me, a dive behind the 8 stages from Count on Me, an interactive
installation ## by Martin Foucaut
Count on me is an interactive installation speculating on the study and
marketisation of human behavioural data in physical spaces. When the
installation detects you, your position in space is simultaneously translated into
information, interactions and crypto-earnings/losses. In this document, you will
have access to the hidden information being invisibly detected, valued and
translated into feedbacks by the device.

*Walkie talkie turns on*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' Bip "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'

Level 1: Stock Ticker Preview

*Stock market (sound)*
*Bell rings (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' Ding Ding Ding Ding Ding "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'

**Level 1: Stock Ticker** 
Username: 224.4983806421505 
Country: LU 
Total currency: ◊1505.2810 
Current currency: ◊0.0000 
Current dollars: €0.0000 
Total dollars: €0.1495 
Ranking: 92/93 
Time: 0.003sec 
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GPD: 68,309 
Local time: 9: 17: 21 
Timer1: 0 
Timer2: 0 
Timer3: 60 
Time: 0.4 
Time Limit: 0.6666666666666645 
Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 0 
Sensor C: 112 
Sensor D: 110
Sensor E: 0  

*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*
* Slot machine (sound) *
* Other gambling machine noises in background (sound) *

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'

*Slot machine gets activated (sound)*

Level 2: Slot Machine Preview

**Level 2: Slot Machine** 
Username: 115.96993472104418 
Country: SY 
Total currency: ◊1485.5267 
Current currency: ◊55.3644 
Current dollars: $0.0055 
Total dollars: $0.1481 
Ranking: 88/93 
Time: 1.010sec 
Symbol one: [object Object] 
Symbol two: [object Object] 
Symbol three: [object Object] 
Local time: 9: 15: 30 
Time On is: false 
Interaction button is: false 
Time: 1.0 
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Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 22 
Sensor C: 25
Sensor D: 0
Sensor E: 0  

*Jackpot sound* or *Losing sound*
*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'

Level 3: Self Tracker n°1 Preview

**Level 3: Self Tracker n°1** 
Username: 280.315802194366 
Country: GN 
Total currency: ◊9.6774 
Current currency: ◊9.6774 
Current dollars: $0.0010 
Total dollars: $0.0010 
Ranking: 78/93 
Time: 2.011sec 
Events: 0 
Completion: 1 
Standing: 1 
Local time: 9: 21: 9 
Timer1: 3.866666666666672 
Time: 2.0 
Time Limit: 5 
Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 0 
Sensor C: 152 
Sensor D: 146
Sensor E: 0  

* Goal achieved (sound)*
*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'
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Level 4: Livestream Preview

* Likes popping out (sound)*

**Level 4: Livestream**
Username: 280.315802194366 
Country: GN 
Total currency: ◊1571.1787 
Current currency: ◊53.5952 
Current dollars: $0.0053 
Total dollars: $0.1559 
Ranking: 77/93 
Time: 2.007sec 
Timer: 00: 01 
Local time: 9: 21: 2 
Viewers: 2.1111111111111116 
Time On is: false 
Time Limit: 5
C1 is active 
Time: 2.0 
Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 0 
Sensor C: 75
Sensor D: 72
Sensor E: 0  

*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'
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Level 5: Self Tracker n°2 Preview

**Level 5: Self Tracker n°2**
Username: 465.2173576554565 
Country: DK 
Total currency: ◊73.6740 
Current currency: ◊63.7974 
Current dollars: $0.0064 
Total dollars: $0.0074 
Ranking: 65/93 
Time: 2.010sec 
Local time: 9: 25: 38 
Calories: 1.0999999999999999/25 
Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 212
Sensor C: 208 
Sensor D: 0
Sensor E: 0  

* Goal achieved (sound)*
*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'
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Level 6: Captcha Preview

**Level 6: Captcha **
Username: 148.6650386805587 
Country: JE 
Total currency: ◊153.6548 
Current currency: ◊72.2785 
Current dollars: $0.0072 
Total dollars: $0.0153 
Ranking: 56/93 
Time: 2.025sec 
Chrono1: 2 
Local time: 9: 28: 1 
Time On is: false 
Time: 2.0 
Sensor A: 0
Sensor B: 0 
Sensor C: 90
Sensor D: 0
Sensor E: 0  

*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'
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Level 7: Sel-Register Preview

*Products being scanned (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' BIP BIP ...  BIP BIP BIP"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'

**Level 7: Self-Register **
Username: 79.51705951037427 
Country: RU 
Total currency: ◊157.8176 
Current currency: ◊76.4413 
Current dollars: $0.0076 
Total dollars: $0.0157 
Ranking: 55/93 
Chrono1: -1.0999999999999999 
Local time: 9: 28: 9 
Time On is: false 
User location: A2 
Time: 6.3 
Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 0 
Sensor C: 39 
Sensor D: 39
Sensor E: 37  

*Walkie talkie transition (sound)*

"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-' CKRCKRCKRCKR "`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'"`-._,-'
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Level 8: Street Viewer Preview

**Level 8: Street Viewer**
Username: 181.89933563770774 
Country: RS
Total currency: ◊161.9133 
Current currency: ◊80.5370 
Current dollars: $0.0080 
Total dollars: $0.0161 
Ranking: 43/93 
Time: 7.116sec 
Chrono1: -5.333333333333324 
Local time: 9: 28: 18 
Time On is: true 
User location: A2 
Time: 7.1 
Time Limit: 4.933333333333334 
Sensor A: 0 
Sensor B: 125 
Sensor C: 0 
Sensor D: 0
Sensor E: 0  
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C.8 ~ F.777
Station number: 6 18 1 2 10 15 21 19 9 19 8
By Euna

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Poacher.ogghttps://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Poacher.ogghttps://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Poacher.ogghttps://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Poacher.ogghttps://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Poacher.ogg

Agent number 5 21 14 1. I’m snitching on what is happening in 24
16 21 2 graduation frequencies to 6 18 1 2 10 15 21 19 9 19 8 people.

                                     \ | /     
      .              - * -           - * -     
     /|\              /|\             /|\      
    /\|/\            /\|/\           /\|/\     
   /  |  \          /  |  \         /  |  \    
  /\/\|/\/\        /\/\|/\/\       /\/\|/\/\   
 /    |    \      /    |    \     /    |    \  
-     -     -    -     -     -   -     -     -

F2.

the line9 the idea of creating a good user experience in our daily digital products is
beaselfbeaselfbeaselfbeaselfbeaself indeed . but then i also realised that the user experience meant by the current ux
practice is often referring totoototoototoototoototoo making all the design elements highly efficient for user
performance .

F.3

the line 96 Fundamentally , glossaries do n’t guide the reader , they accompany the
reader ; builjectbuiljectbuiljectbuiljectbuilject up the soil totoototoototoototoototoo step on , without being the path totoototoototoototoototoo walkworkwalkworkwalkworkwalkworkwalkwork
through .

the line 108 In glossaries is earestearestearestearestearest totoototoototoototoototoo fall into marginalisation and sesedsesedsesedsesedsesed pictures of
the world . They seem totoototoototoototoototoo be the gatekeeper of book knowledge as unidirectional
puzzle solvers or the key totoototoototoototoototoo understanding.

F4

the line 69 Camilo , [ 4 May 2022 at 11:16:41 ] : Cool , but I don ’ t remember… for that
broadcast did you reshootreshootreshootreshootreshoot yourself reading ?

the line 89 Camilo , [ 4 May 2022 at 11:18:16 ] : Oki , nice ! It ’ s nynynynyny whathowwhathowwhathowwhathowwhathow everytime I
talk with someone about there projects , or something , you can seemeetseemeetseemeetseemeetseemeet whathowwhathowwhathowwhathowwhathow we all
have similarities… maybe not with this project in particular… but it ’ s like we are letting
ourselves be inspired but other ’ s processes

F5

the line 41 What I often miss on the web is a broader variety of sentiments and
emotions . I mean feelings that are inviting , warm , energetic , playful , subtle , nostalgic ,
curedcuredcuredcuredcured, etc . I believe these are crucial parts of the user experiences as well !

the line 156 This could be recorded as a partfartpartfartpartfartpartfartpartfart of frequencies in our publication , as
we agreed . Maybe the topic of ‘fear’ is totoototoototoototoototoo naganaganaganaganaga and narrow for you ? Let me know
whathowwhathowwhathowwhathowwhathow you think : )

the line 171 It also reminds me that you already got a lil chat with shehershehershehershehersheher , amazing that
you could receive personal feedback about your project from shehershehershehershehersheher . How was totoototoototoototoototoo
show all these processes totoototoototoototoototoo shehershehershehershehersheher ?

F6

the line 5 In this document , you will have access totoototoototoototoototoo the hidden information being

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/
https://hub.xpub.nl/frabjousish/world/response/?whatever=%20beaself
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invisibly detected , valued and translated into feedbacks by the device .

F7

This is the frequency that you are listening totoototoototoototoototoo right now . Please stay tuned and
thankssythankssythankssythankssythankssy for your listening !

F8

the line 16 I drifted from MySpace totoototoototoototoototoo MSN Messenger totoototoototoototoototoo Habbo Hotel totoototoototoototoototoo joltyjoltyjoltyjoltyjolty
much any other virtual social space I could find . My main love was customisation and it
still is .

the line 26 It is earestearestearestearestearest totoototoototoototoototoo seemeetseemeetseemeetseemeetseemeet whathowwhathowwhathowwhathowwhathow a user becomes addicted and embedded
within these worlds , I know I did .

the line 30 It ’s ihardihardihardihardihard totoototoototoototoototoo abandon a space you ’ve spent time and energy fostering .

F10.

the line 9 it ’s ntntntntnt , i actually made my friends and i in the sims for a project , trying totoototoototoototoototoo
match the traits and constantly keep their needs up because they were also my friends
not just nameless avatars .

F11.

the line 16 i want totoototoototoototoototoo make a small wehiwehiwehiwehiwehi that gathers questions . can you send me your
code , or explain me a bit whathowwhathowwhathowwhathowwhathowtotoototoototoototoototoo start ? : ) i ’m so glad that you also want totoototoototoototoototoo
walkworkwalkworkwalkworkwalkworkwalkwork with flask

the line 153 cool , basubasubasubasubasu ! i was checking the documentation as well , you should probably
know it already . but it was joltyjoltyjoltyjoltyjolty usefull totoo make the first stepts and understanding
whathowwhathowwhathowwhathowwhathow it is .

F12.

the line 50 drive my teacarteacarteacarteacarteacar hi nami helhalhelhalhelhalhelhalhelhal who are you ? ah euna hahahhano ? who are
you # # # year : ( 2021 ) it ’s a japanese film that delivers a message that life is
thoughtoughthoughtoughthoughtoughthoughtoughthoughtough but we all have totoototoototoototoototoo endure .

    \ | /                                
    - * -            - * -             .     
     /|\              /|\             /|\      
    /\|/\            /\|/\           /\|/\     
   /  |  \          /  |  \         /  |  \    
  /\/\|/\/\        /\/\|/\/\       /\/\|/\/\   
 /    |    \      /    |    \     /    |    \  
-     -     -    -     -     -   -     -     -
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C.9 ~ F.998
Virtual Gardens: Cultivating Care through Reclaimed Digital Enviroments
by Kendal

-._,-'"-._,-‘“-._,-'"-._,-‘-._,-'"-._,-’”-._,-'"-._,-’`-._

Virtual Gardens and the Garden OS is a project that cultivates care through reclaimed
digital space. It offers an alternative landscape for all your online needs. Stemming from
a rising displacement from current big tech spaces, Garden OS offers a portal into an
underground and subversive way of being online. If you are feeling disenfranchised from
the standardised corporate design and algorithms, retreat with Virtual Gardens to a
newly cultivated world harking back to Web 1, where we can creatively express ourselves
with experimentation and play and bask in the comfort of a real community.

This project aims to give visibility to the many self organised communities online who
subvert and play with web capabilities through giving autonomy to users, bringing us
back to creators as opposed to consumers. Go forth and cultivate your garden!

-._,-'"-._,-‘“-._,-'"-._,-‘-._,-'"-._,-’”-._,-'"-._,-’`-._

    This is a short extract from my thesis 'Cyberhotels and Other Tales of Forgotten 

    Virtual Worlds'. I write a lot, so its the best way to get to know my project...

I spent a great deal of early teenhood online. I drifted from MySpace to MSN Messenger
to Habbo Hotel to pretty much any other virtual social space I could find. My main love
was customisation and it still is. This time spent online was my escape but also a way to
connect with people just like me. During the COVID pandemic, a large number of new
3D virtual environments popped up as a way to connect people in a time of complete
isolation. Whether companies opted for digital replicas of the office or art festivals tried
to mimic a bar to network within, 3D digital spaces became more and more prolific.
However, the previous iterations of the online virtual spaces of my youth seemed
radically different from those that populate the internet today. Less common were the
fantasy lands of imagined creatures, and in their place stand the hyperreal 3D
environments of offices and landmarks. My early experiences of agonising over avatar
customisation and adding more and more unrealistic elements like wings and extra limbs
were now switched for detailed contouring makeup to look as realistic as humanly
possible, often entering the realms of the uncanny valley. When and why did they switch
my beloved wings for hyper-realistic skins? Where did my weird customisation disappear
to?`
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There was an increase in virtual worlds that functioned on a purely social level. Edward
Castronova writes that as these worlds usually do not include much actual content and
users are left to their own devices to create entertainment, be that with communication,
activities or designs. The users in this case create their own worlds and bubbles of
meaning which foster tight-knit communities and relationships. The increase in these
worlds was also due to their ease of set-up and minimal management once established.
Developers would design the terrain and the means of social activity, perhaps a few
minigames, and then the users could make of that what they will. These worlds are often
larger and are purely designed as a place to hang out. Going to Second Life as an
example, these spaces allow for the free reign of users to create buildings, businesses and
ultimately, their own society.

To truly inhabit these societies and spaces, I wanted to look into the blurriness of real-
life and virtual life for the communities who spend time in these worlds, and what makes
someone want to join them. When trying to paint a picture of a ‘typical’ user, I found
most people who spend time in virtual worlds also crossover into the video game world.
Previous studies (Yee, 2001) into the inhabitants of these worlds show that the users are
predominantly male (84%) and two-thirds of all users have a full-time job. A couple of
popular musings to why someone would sign up to these worlds is the act of escapism
and the potentialities of joining a community. In Castronova’s chapter on the user, he
states that the social and communal aspect of the game is a huge draw for users, as
virtual worlds can help even the biggest outcast find a safe space. The plurality of worlds
ensures that there is an option for everyone and the roleplaying aspect really begins to
encourage a form of alternative expression. In the Second Skin documentary by Juan
Carlos Pineiro-Escoriaza of 2009, virtual world players often stated that these virtual
worlds are often just better versions of their physical equivalents. You are transported
into this pixel-perfect form of the world, a form of utopia. Everyone starts these profiles
at the same level, social status or wealth doesn’t play a part in the beginning, you grow
together. Virtual worlds are malleable enough in which almost anything can be built
there which helps users create spaces that simply do not exist for them in their everyday
life. It is easy to see how a user becomes addicted and embedded within these worlds, I
know I did.

   A still from the documentary Second Skin (2008)

When you sign up for an account on one of these virtual worlds, you are, more often
than not, assigned an avatar to represent you within the rooms or world in which you
inhabit. In the customisation phase, there is always a point when I would begin to see
this avatar as an extension of myself and therefore, if someone didn’t like my avatar, by
definition, they also didn’t like me. I began thinking of adding an eyepatch that would
suit ‘me’ and the distinction between my physical and virtual body would slowly fade.
Nonetheless, it’s not just my appearance and my virtual self that began to blend, the
relationships I started to forge became fuzzy too. A lot of my friends in real life started off
as friends I spoke to solely online. Gradually the relationship transitioned to ‘real life’
however the strength of these friendships didn’t change despite our emergence from
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beyond the screen.

But people grow up right? I admittedly do not use these spaces anywhere as much as I
did in my early teens, but that doesn’t mean I think they should fall to ruin. So why do
users keep returning? Speaking from my own experience, I can see that once the
emotional connection has been established with a space, it is only natural to care about
how it’s doing in your absence. Add into that any monetary investment you’ve made in a
platform, and, of course, you can never fully leave. But that’s not just it, I’ve spoken
multiple times of the community aspect of these worlds. It’s hard to abandon a space
you’ve spent time and energy fostering. Groups formed on these platforms often move to
new platforms but will always hold a fondness in their hearts for the place that started it
all. I guess this is why I and many other communities are dedicated to the idea of keeping
these spaces alive. Once a user is used to visiting these worlds, we can never quite give it
up completely.

I gave a workshop in late 2021 where I presented participants with a cardboard model of
a virtual space, a room in Habbo Hotel, and asked them to draw both their ideal avatar
and also write how they would want to spend their time there. Out of eleven responses,
only one person drew a realistic humanoid character as their ideal avatar to represent
them. I was immediately happy, maybe the desire for the bizarre in character design was
still there. I also determined from the submissions that there were three very clear ideas
for how users desired to spend time, one to create or redesign, two to make
communities/interest-based groups or finally, the third, to just hide away from it all and
observe. My dreams were shared. I wasn’t the only one craving or asking for this. But how
can I make these spaces public again to satisfy all these dreams?

   Given the total freedom and creativity, how would 
you spend your time?

Habbo Hotel, Second Life, and a fan-made MySpace
are all still online today. So how can we honour their
original goals and give in to our expression and
creativity all over again? Everest Pipkin wrote a piece
entitled ‘I Know a Place: Beauty and solace in the
abandoned worlds of Roblox’. Here they talk about
how the majority of Roblox places sit empty with
statuses such as “0 active, 0 favourites, 0 visits”. Most
of these abandoned places are still accessible, you just
have to know where to find them. Pipkin recounts
tales of parties in World of Warcraft and declares these
spaces as “waiting indefinitely to be stumbled on
again”. All of these worlds are networked together,
laying empty until they are spontaneously dropped in
on again, they even have a stream that explores the
“deep-cut, experimental and abandoned worlds”. Is
this the Internet’s answer to The Arcades Project, the

massive historical retelling of Parisian arcades from Walter Benjamin?

Benjamin’s Arcades Project can definitely be looked at as a method to retrace these
spaces as flaneurs. Just through touring the worlds, we can discover the motivations,
expressions, and goals of these designed utopias which can help us understand the world
through experience. As I mentioned earlier, traces can really be a way to piece together
forgotten futures and lost ideas. What if we were to take Benjamin’s approach when
uncovering these spaces? What could they teach us about what we desire and need as
human beings in terms of creativity and expression? Many restorative efforts have been
made to recover online spaces that disappeared from the web as a side effect of rapid
modernisation. Restorativland, for example, created an entire project out of putting
together lost Geocities pages as close to their original form as possible. Mirrors of taken
down much loved virtual worlds and platforms pop up more and more every day from
Club Penguin to SpaceHey (A fan-made version of Myspace).

   Need a new online space? Yesterweb, Spacehey or Neocities? Or all three?
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Why even choose?

Yesterweb is an amazing active community dedicated to
observing how the web changes, and how to create their own
digital spaces & sites, Neocities is a free platform to learn how to
make your own websites & Spacehey is a reimagining of MySpace,
trying to bring creative communities together.

-._,-'"-._,-‘“-._,-'"-._,-‘-._,-'"-._,-’”-._,-
'"-._,-’`-._

A keen HTML and CSS user? Take a trip down
memory lane with Neocities to create webpages with
all the creativity you like, no ads, just expression.
Together we can bring back the homepage!

-._,-'"-._,-‘“-._,-'"-._,-‘-._,-'"-._,-’”-._,-
'"-._,-’`-._

Or maybe learning and being inside a community is
the most important? Yesterweb has multiple social
servers where you can exchange knowledge, share fun
web aesthetics and chat about creative projects.

-._,-'"-._,-‘“-._,-'"-._,-‘-._,-'"-._,-’”-._,-'"-._,-’`-._

Did you grow up with MySpace and miss the old social media experience of sharing art
and music and posting bulletins? Time to go wild with layouts all over again. Join
Spacehey and design a space to call your own.

-._,-'"-._,-‘“-._,-'"-._,-‘-._,-'"-._,-’”-._,-'"-._,-’`-._

   Dive in and play around! It's time to cultivate a 
new space online. See you there...

https://yesterweb.org/
https://yesterweb.org/
https://neocities.org/
https://neocities.org/
https://spacehey.com/home
https://spacehey.com/home
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C.10 ~ F.999
rosebud;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;! fillmotive motive_Social
By Kendal & Floor

special wordspecial wordspecial wordspecial wordspecial word

Floor:

Real humans and The Sims are quite similar. The gamification of a human life
must been a very interesting process for the gamemakers. Sometimes I feel like a sim,
living in this world and having these basic needs. Whenever I feel a bit upset,
unsettled, restless or distracted I think about what needsneedsneedsneedsneeds I have at that moment, is
there anything in the spectrum of hunger, sleep, toilet, comfort, social interaction that
I am missing in that moment? I could visualise myself as a sim and see every need as
a bar just as in the game. Should we take that someones needs being met as a priority
if we would care about or for someone? Of course there are very different ways of
caringcaringcaringcaringcaring, which would not always have to do with a need. Caring could be something
extra, something not needed. It doesn’t have to be physical, it could just be emotional,
without doing anything even, for instance to support someone.

It is interesting that in The Sims the bars for the needs of going to the toilet and to
have social relations are a bit equalequalequalequalequal. Even though the value of every bar differentiate
(the bar for going to the toilet will empty out sooner and gets more urgency more
often throughout a Sims day, as to need social interaction which maintains longer
and empties slower), all the bars are presented as an equal need. I would like to argue
that social needs are way more complex, but on the other hand, we should not forget
that we have these primary needs to be fulfilled too.

We should care for each other with the basic needs in mind. As a class we sort of
managed to keep track of everybody’s different attention span during online classes
and insert small breaks. We try every Tuesday to have lunch together. Every now
and then I try to give my classmates a glass of water or tea. These ordinary tasks
should not be forgotten to make everybody comfortable. Comfort is not only having a
nice chair.

Kendal:

It’s funny, I actually made my friends and I in The Sims for a project, trying to
match the traits and constantly keep their needs up because they were also my
friends not just namelessnamelessnamelessnamelessnameless avatars. Sometimes funny things would happen like one of
them falling asleep in a chair mid-conversation because I had spent so much time
trying to skill match, I forgot they need to actually be taken care of.

The needs bars always would stress me out as a kid, I think there’s something in the
fact that so many cheatscheatscheatscheatscheats exist to keep the need bars permanently full. I’m also guilty
of using it if I have another goal in mind when playing. Imagine what would happen
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if that could be real life, like for one day, all our needs frozen full while we get on
with all our tasks and activities. I sometimes think I would absolutely adore this type
of life, but then how would I differ from a machine? Perhaps taking care of our
needs is our way of connecting with our humanity.connecting with our humanity.connecting with our humanity.connecting with our humanity.connecting with our humanity.

I also agree with your observation of all the needs being equally weighted, I don’t see
human needs this way at all. Also its funny how you describe some needs as primary
and some as secondary. If they’re equal in The Sims, maybe we should weigh them
this way in reality?

Floor:

Well I think in a sense we should. When I was playing The Sims these bars would
freak me out too. The few goals I always had in this game were creating the house or
ambiance a career in arts. I would let my sim paint the whole day to get better in
painting. I loved these easter eggseaster eggseaster eggseaster eggseaster eggs in the game that the sim started to make different
paintings every time and if you in the end mastered the painting skill you could
create your own paintings with screenshots inside the game. I made screenshots of
abstract details of the house and hanged the abstract paintings all around. To achieve
this result inside the game I would fast forward always the sleeping. One of the first
objects I bought were the fire and burgler alarm so my sims could sleep more
peacefull when there was this burgler coming in. I bought the best beds so my sims
didnt had to sleep so long, I cooked big dishes so I had leftovers etc. to make my sims
bars full the quickest. In the end I think my sims would be depressed and burned-out
if it was a setting in the game.. If we would see our own “bars” as equal we would
care more about having breaks, take the time for a long lunch together and by this see
these non-productive events as part of creating projects. In real-life you need these
breaksbreaksbreaksbreaksbreaks, non-related work conversations to get the inspirations through dialogues and
rest. Indeed we are human after all, no machines. What did you ambiance inside The
Sims when you were playing?

Kendal:

I was always either a writer or a painter. Ha, I said it as if it was me, I guess
sometimes I see my Sims as an extension of myself, but I can’t actually paint very
well in real life. Ah I also played similarly with big meals etc. I see what you mean,
the pressurepressurepressurepressurepressure we feel when we so those Sims bars hitting the red should be how we
treat ourselves. I guess we aren’t so inclined to take care of our own needs. Maybe the
gamification helps us want to take care?

I am intrigued, did you also play The Sims on max speed? I absolutely cannot play
on the regular or slightly faster speed, I find filling up my needs tedioustedioustedioustedioustedious which I
think is actually reflected in real life too. Like this idea of always having to think of
what to eat for the next meal or when to do laundry etc. Maybe I just think oddly.

Floor:

Hahaha, yeah I know what you mean, when I played I put the time mostly on
maximum speed too. Recently I installed versions 3 or 4 and played for 1 or 2 times.
Suddenly I saw myself sitting in front of the screen, playing a game where I was
teaching my sim to be a hackerhackerhackerhackerhacker,… (when I read this too I also feel I’m talking about
myself..) A lot of things are tedious. And a lot of things are ,uncomfortable,uncomfortable,uncomfortable,uncomfortable,uncomfortable, and in
the end we do have to be a bit ambitious to at least pay your rent and go out of dinner
sometimes. When I do the dishes (irl) I can be a bit sad sometimes to think that I
would have to clean the same plates and cups the next day again. And again. AndAndAndAndAnd
againagainagainagainagain. But I guess it would be even more sad to devour easy food in front of a screen
because you have to finish a deadline. When I’m in front of a screen too much
because of working I feel worse than if I took a lot of time to cook something nice
only for myself. I’m a bit scared sometimes that we would end-up as the humans in
Wall-E in a few years…Btw, did you ever told your friends that you made them
inside The Sims? And why did you do that?

Kendal:
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Haha, I understand that so much. Especially continuously washing the same dishes.
When I made my friends in The Sims, it was actually a project I hackedhackedhackedhackedhacked. We had to
make a research log of all these projects we had done, and I got suddenly sick of
graphic design. So instead I decided to recreate all the projects in The Sims. This
meant my friends suddenly had to be sims. It was funny, they really saw themselves
in the characters and it was all very surreal. I know what you mean about watching
yourself (or your character) do the exact same things you do in real life. Maybe that’s
why the tedium of real life is so irritating in game. I’m writing you now with a
headache from far too much screentimescreentimescreentimescreentimescreentime during this project. I wonder if sims feelfeelfeelfeelfeel this
every time they log onto a PC?

Floor:

Oh no! I hope they don’t have feelings.. cause sometimes they die in a swimming
pool.. Yeah i think you are right, thats were the irritation comes from. lets stop or
continue this talk another time, no more screentime today. �
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C.11 ~ F.738
Abstract extractavism
By Floor

Is our view on materials, thus their care, getting more abstract, because of advancedIs our view on materials, thus their care, getting more abstract, because of advancedIs our view on materials, thus their care, getting more abstract, because of advancedIs our view on materials, thus their care, getting more abstract, because of advancedIs our view on materials, thus their care, getting more abstract, because of advanced
production technologies?production technologies?production technologies?production technologies?production technologies? This was one of the questions I asked myself in writing the
thesis Fluorspar : Understanding the materiality and the invisible environmental impact
of self-publishing. In this channel you will find edited excerpts from this thesis as well as
an afterword that I’ve written after handing in the document. If you would like to read
the whole thesis, you can contact me through e-mail. Thanks to Marloes de valk for
being my thesis supervisor.

Thoughts on Value

(…) “The increase of trade around the world, especially by large companies producing
and trading goods in many different countries” is the definition of globalisation in the
Cambridge Dictionary. Because of globalisation actions in production become more and
more  abstract.  In  between  steps  of  production  processes  are  getting  more  dispersed
because of outsourcing. The chain of a raw material to a customer holding a product in
its  hands  is  long.  In  some  companies,  there  isn’t  one  employee  working  anymore
understanding the whole product (Martijn 2021).  When did globalisation occur? Isn’t
trade one of  the most  powerful  capacities  human kind has  to  distribute  knowledge?
Without trade no knowledge? Is it because of trading, that humans can achieve eminent
(technological) inventions? Talking about trade looks like a whole different topic than
talking about the environmental impact of self-publishing but they are intertwined. A
publication can be seen as a product, just as a bottle of shampoo but also as knowledge,
as a trade itself in the form of a publication. Efficiency with outsourcing, monoculture
and diffracted process to create products looks diametrically opposed to local initiatives
and  result  in  the  abstractness  of  how  we  perceive  our  materials.  The  pretended
plentiness of materials in our world because it is easy and cheap to purchase resources
makes it easy to believe there is an abundance of resources. As a DIY publisher I use a
lot of different resources to create objects. Paper, inks, software and hardware are the
basis materials to make a book nowadays. Do I understand all the materials that I am
working with? What environmental impact do these resources have? How to grasp the
materiality of a computer running Indesign? In a very broad way of thinking, all acts of
production or labour uses energy. Be it in burning fossil fuels for extracting minerals out
of a mine, in the process of transforming these minerals into solar panels or be it in the
labour of an electrician connecting a solar panel on your roof. The production process
can be easy overlooked when using a product simply because you were not there in the
whole process. As a self-publisher, I use a a variety of materials to create magazines,
newspapers or booklets. How much energy do I use in this process? Until how far as a
designer should I reduce the environmental impact of my publishing?

To  reduce  the  environmental  impact  of  publishing  is  first  to  understand  the
environmental impact and to know the different options that are available. What is clear
is that energy use could be heavenly reduced if we would send less data around and store
less  data,  if  we  minimise  the  use  of  materials  like  paper  and  ink  and  if  we  could
influence  production  methods  of  the  materials  but  above  all  know  how  the
infrastructures work to understand where we could make changes as consumers, users
or publishers. (…)

Although data and comparison is key to understand emissions. Can understanding your
carbon footprint be achieved by putting the weight of the website on the bottom of the
page?  Will  these  calculations  change  awareness  and  if  they  do,  influence  data
transferring of users on the World Wide Web? The growing developments of creating
bigger data storage systems that are smaller physically is making the understanding of
data sizes more abstract to me. When I was 11 I got my first Mp3 player, with a storage of
128MB. I still remember this was a lot of megabytes. It could store around 50 songs! Back
then I had a certain understanding of how big a MB was, I have the feeling I lost it shortly
after this. It was comprehensive that 128MB was equivalent to 50 songs. Now with data
storages in the cloud, bigger storage capacities in devices and with faster data sharing
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possibilities and more efficient compression algorithms the feeling if something is big to
download or to send comes with speed. If it is slow to download a file or to open a web
page I first question my wifi connection and secondly think it must be something big.
With a growing world wide web, growing memory chips and growing data infrastructures
this “big” become more abstract. (…)

As a publisher I make use of a lot of different methods to create publications, without
realising that most of those methods are computing. My website and e-mail is hosted
somewhere  in  Germany.  I  post  regularly  on  social  media  to  get  attention  for  my
published projects.  All  editing happens on computers.  The printing process  happens
mostly with copy machines and the Risograph. Without electricity I can’t type, design,
publish and promote. Presently, almost 10% of what we read is in digital format, near to
100% of paper publications are produced using electronic equipment (Escamilla Monell
& Panyella Carbonell, 2021). (…)

For  me  the  meaning  of  the  word  infrastructure  is  abstract.  When  I  think  of
infrastructures in logistics like containerships, trucks and sorting centers in my mind an
image appears of the transportation systems as (moving) spaces, most of the time square,
storing stuff. The stuff could be anything. When I am on the highway just behind a lorry,
I sometimes wonder what it is carrying but mostly I just see only the truck itself. In some
occasions it  gets more gripping on this abstract structure of logistics.  When the Ever
Given was stuck inside the Suez Canal in spring 2021 news from the retail world popped
up that the stock of Christmas decorations would not arrive on time in The Netherlands.
Or when the MSC Zoe container ship lost over 300 containers in the North Sea in the
night of 1 and 2 of January in 2019 and all of the isles of de Waddenzee were decorated
with all the products that were stored in the broken lost containers. After two years, in
September 2021 the last container of this accident was stowed.

The  “dirt”  of  energy  does  not  turn  up  as  litter  or  rubbish  in  the  same  way  that
Styrofoam  containers  or  plastic  bottles  do,  but  rather  circulates  in  the  relatively
immaterial  if  no  less  potent  form  of  CO2  emissions,  particulate  matter,  and  other
airborne emissions (Gabrys, 2014). (…)

A  lot  of  ingredients  of  new  energy  systems  and  mainly  all  computers  use  specific
resources. The increase in the demand in these materials raise the question if they are
replacements at all. A specific type of materials used for these products are rare earth
metals. They are called rare not because they are rare but because it is hard to get them
out of specific rocks and for this process a variety of chemicals are used. These rare earth
metals are very polluting to mine, so this happens sadly in countries in the global south
that have little to no safety standards regarding mineworkers and the environment to
keep the price low and are exported to western economies. The exorbitant growth in
demand of certain new materials does not match up to the knowledge on how to recycle
them unfortunately (Pitron, 2020). Electronic waste is hazardous and difficult to recycle
at  end-of-life,  and  is  often  processed  in  harmful  ways,  which  raises  consider-  able
environmental justice issues (Gabrys, 2014).

These strange metals have special qualities for batteries or are very conducting and have
very strange names like Molybdenum, Tantalum, Rutile, Platinoids or FluorsparFluorsparFluorsparFluorsparFluorspar. Names
I have never heard of. One more commonly known rare earth metal nowadays is Cobalt.
Cobalt is used for mobile phones, computers, hybrid vehicles and magnets. Being one of
the  most  wanted  resources  for  a  stronger  type  of  magnet,  which  is  used  in  many
electronic devices now, results in poor mining conditions in the Democratic Republic of
Congo  (Pitron,  2020).  The  situation  around  Cobalt  mining  in  the  DRC  is  widely
documented in documentaries and articles, but from many other minerals it is not and
makes it hard to grasp what scale of impact it has on the environment.

Understanding Colour

Cobalt  can  also  be  used  as  a  pigment.  It  is  used  in  various  paints  and  glazing  for
ceramics creating shades of blue. Paints for artistic purposes most of the times publish
on their packaging the pigment used in a cryptic abbreviation. Since it is not mandatory
to mention the origin of the colour and even if they are mentioned, these abbreviations
result in a abstract view of colours too. For example, the colour index name of Cobalt is
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PB28. In this colour code the P stands for pigment and B for Blue. Although many paint
factories provide the pigment code, there is only one pigment database with information
online that tries to cover all the codes that I could find. The Art is Creation, Colour of Art
Pigment Database is a personal project of David G. Myers and I recommend to check it
out. The database gives information on the material, on common, historic and marketing
names,  the  chemical  composition,  qualities  used  in  painting  such  as  opacity,  light
fastness and if the pigment has any dangerous hazards. This all in Html tables in a design
from the early internet world. A quick look on this website reveals that there are a lot of
different colours (Myers, 2022).

At the art supply store, I learned more about colour in a few weeks then during the 6
years I spend at art school. At school I never had a lesson explaining me what kind of
materials we actually are using. I was perplexed I never contemplated the materiality of
colours I’ve had hours and hours of lessons on primary colour schemes, complementary
colours, I knew a lot about colour use in illustrative methods; using warm colours like
red or orange that go more to the foreground, red is quite aggressive, yellow is cheap in
advertising,  meanings  of  colours  in  culture;  many  different  colours  have  different
meanings depending on the region in the world. The colour black in clothing is common
for grief, a funeral in western culture though white has this exact meaning in for example
Suriname.

The knowledge about colours at my bachelor programme was merely based on cultural
components and compositional layers, about how we perceive colours, instead of what
the colour consists of in material terms. The cups and plates at home were to me just
blue ceramic plates, I saw a chair as a red plastic chair or a bench as a pine wood bench.
Now, after working in this store and after doing some research on colours I don’t think
this simply as “red” anymore.

Is our view on materials,  thus their care, getting more abstract because of advanced
production technologies? For example, the technology to develop LED screens without
pixels visible to the human eye makes it harder to understand how the screen of a laptop
is working, and how computers are working in essence and that each coloured led uses a
pigment to make it colourful. Because products have smaller elements, smaller pixels, a
distance  is  created  between  the  user  and  the  product.  This  zooming  out  of  our
perception on products and the technology makes the materiality less tangible.

It is very logical that technologies improve overtime to make our lives more comfortable.
Since the existence of art supply shops it was not necessary anymore for artists to create
their own brushes and paints. Making paints from pigments was a required task and the
skill of an artist before the 20th century. In the Secret Lives of Colour, Kassia St Clair
describes an array of colours within historical context and knowledge. The chapter about
the colour green illustrates the difficulty that arises when using certain pigments. A lot of
colours were unstable back in the days. Mixing yellow and blue to create green could
result in a chemical reaction of the pigments. Being a painter required the knowledge on
which  colours  to  mix  or  paint  next  to  each  other  because  otherwise  colours  could
disappear or turn into a different colour (St Clair, 2017). Every colour had its specific
manual to use because all colours come from a variety of origin. Sometimes the name
still reveals the history of its origin, ivory black used to be made from burned ivory, now
this  tone  of  black  is  made  from burned  bones  and  is  often  called  bone  black.  The
database of Myers is showing a long list of pigments and shows the common, historical
and marketing names for each pigment as well.  For Pbk9, bone black,  26 alternative
names exist (Myers, 2022). Since there is clearly no regulation on how we name colours,
the names of colours don’t refer to the material a colour is made from. It is strange to
think that you can paint without knowing that you would smear burned animal bones or
cobalt from illegal mines in DRC.

Although some colours reveal their origin, most of them are created synthetically. In the
tables of Myers database almost every colour refers to a name only used and understood
in chemical laboratories because they are invented in laboratories as well. When I visited
the Royal  Talens factory for a tour in their  factory where they create all  sorts  of  art
supplies, the guide that showed me the pigments in their warehouse told me that the
knowledge  on  colours  used  in  paints  and  inks  nowadays  is  in  the  hands  of  the
pharmaceutical industries. When it comes to printing inks, ink suppliers do not even
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mention  what  is  inside  the  ink.  The  safety  data  sheet  on  RISO  inks  illustrates  this
properly with “trade secret” mentioned in the composition/ information on ingredients
section,  hiding the information on colours.  This  document does however shows that
petroleum solvent and alkyd resin is an ingredient of their inks, both made from plastics
(RISO INC., 2016). Besides RISO ink it is generally not clear what is used inside any
printing  ink,  besides  plastics  which  is  already  worrisome.  The  delicate  and  refined
process  of  printing  is  very  hard  to  understand  in  its  materiality.  This  because  our
technologies are very inventive, but also because companies are not transparent.

This illustration on ingredients of ink showcases the abstractness of ink and adds up to
all  the  abstractness  around  products  and  goods  in  general.  Multiply  this  with  the
abstractness  of  how  we  perceive  data  and  energy  and  you  get  a  mixture  of  a  total
detached  understanding  of  worldwide  economies  and  ecologies.  Adam  Bobette
contemplates the influence on the carbon-based industrialisation on the modern sense
of self in The spirituality of Coal. He argues that “[…] critiques of extractivism and the
way  that  carbon  modernity  transformed  nature  (and  humans)  into  resources  and
commodities” is a narrow view on carbon (2022). In his essay he talks about the coal
miner and spiritual leader John G. Bennett who articulated a grand theory of energy:
energy as  the primary ontological  stuff  of  the universe,  from the lowest  (stones  and
minerals) to the highest  (spirit).  Bobbette does not advocate for Bennett,  but merely
illustrates how self-help and the new age movement sprung from the thoughts on coal
and energy and because of extractivism in historical context (ibid.). To see all things as
energy spiritually can be very vague and abstract and can lead to a cornucopian mindset
that there is enough for everyone on this world. If this is true philosophically speaking
there might be enough energy for everyone but not in the shapes of trees, paper or books
but only in greenhouse gas emissions. (…)

Afterword

The process of writing this thesis started in November 2021 and ended in April 2022. In
this half a year I’ve re-read, re-written and re-thought the thoughts of this thesis. By
extending my writing skills I’ve gotten more insecure about what I had written. Although
it could happen I would not agree with my writings over time (on how I wrote or what I
wrote) I am still standing behind this publication. It would have been a rabbit hole to
only publish things you would be sure of agreeing on the rest of your life, since we merely
cannot know beforehand. At one moment I was doubting the things I’ve written so far,
and  through  two  conversations  with  fellow  students  and  with  Marloes  de  Valk  I’ve
started to understand the concept of writing as an everlasting research. Normally I would
treat the things I publish as an original product. Every new piece should be different. I
don’t want to be a broken gramophone but there is something in between leaning on
something existing and always creating something new. What if the old wasn’t so bad, but
needs some improving? A little  bit  of  update?  Or what  if  I  would like to  extend my
research on one part I’m discussing in Fluorspar. Would it be okay if I would copy a
whole chapter? Writing texts could be seen as a remix. In this way of thinking it is surely
fine to re-use a whole part, and recycle your own texts. For now I am sure there are
things I could improve in this document and most probably I would recycle texts written
inside for a more in depth publication in the future.

✷Bobbette, A., 2022. The spirituality of coal. [online] Transmediale. Available at:
https://transmediale.de/almanac/the-spirituality-of-coal. ✷Escamilla Monell, M.,
Panyella Carbonell, J., 2021. The environmental impact of digital publishing.
[online] CCCBLAB. Available at: https://lab.cccb.org/en/the-environmental-impact-
of-digital-publishing/. ✷Gabrys, J., 2014. Powering the Digital: From Energy
Ecologies to Electronic Environmentalism. [ebook] New York and London. Available
at: <https://www.jennifergabrys.net/wpcontent/uploads/2014/09/
Gabrys_ElecEnviron_MediaEcol.pdf>. ✷Martijn, M., 2021. Hoe kwetsbaar Europa is,
leer je van een broodrooster. [online] De Correspondent Available at:
https://decorrespondent.nl/12367/hoe-kwetsbaar-europa-is-leer-je-van-een-
broodrooster/380359452-e1c8ccc2. ✷Myers, D. G., The Art is Creation, Color of Art
Pigment Database. [online] Available at: http://old.artiscreation.com/[Accessed 14
Mar. 2022]. ✷Pitron, G., 2020. The Rare Metals War. Scribe Publications, p.55, p.230.
✷RISO INC., 2016. Safety Data Sheet. [online] Available at: https://us.riso.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/RFI000U-00-FType-Color.pdf. ✷St Clair, K., de Vries, A.,
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2017. Het geheime leven van kleuren. 9th ed. Amsterdam: Meulenhoff.
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C.12 ~ F.680
Flask Adventures
By Euna and Camilo
Wed, May 11, 2:00 PM

Camilo

Hey Euna,

I see you are using Flask for your final project. I’m also planning to use it but I
really don’t remember how to start. We did it once with Manetta last year, but it was
so abstract back then.

I want to make a small website that gathers questions.

Can you send me your code, or explain me a bit how to start? :)

Wed, May 11, 2:49 PM

Euna

I’m so glad that you also want to work with Flask XD

I know that my Python code below is messy, but please take whatever you need!

Here, you could see:

    * how to render a web page
    * how to send a database to a Json file
    * how to call and show the database.

And don’t forget to make a “templates” (don’t forget the ‘s’!) folder and put the HTML
files that you want to use.

If you have any problems, please tell me! I can’t promise to help you, but I must be
so happy to learn with you XD

        from flask import Flask, render_template, request, redirect
        import os
        import json
        import pytz
        
        from nltk.tokenize import SyllableTokenizer
        from nltk import word_tokenize
        
        app = Flask(__name__)
        
        
        @app.route("/response/")
        def wordnet():
            
            #json_file = open("database.json", "r").read()
            with open("database.json", "r") as f: #close automatically
                json_file = f.read()
            database = json.loads(json_file)
            
            if request.args.get("whatever"):
                
                response = None
                clicked_word = request.args.get("whatever")
                SSP = SyllableTokenizer()
            
                
                if clicked_word in database:
                    response = database[clicked_word]
                    stories = response["stories"]
                    a=stories[0]["A"]
                    b=stories[0]["B"]
                    word1 = SSP.tokenize(a)
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word2 = SSP.tokenize(b)
                    remove1 = []
                    remove2 = []
        
                    for i in range(len(word1)):
                        print(i)
                        print(word1[i])
                        if word1[i] in word2:
                            remove1.append(word1[i])
                            remove2.append(word1[i])
        
                    print("remove1", remove1)
                    print("remove2", remove2)
                    for j in remove1:
                        word1.remove(j)
                    for k in remove1:
                        word2.remove(k)
                    print("word1", word1)
                    print("word2", word2)
                    
                    if not len(word1)==0:
                        frab1=word1[0]
                    else:
                        frab1=""
                    if not len(word2)==0:
                        frab2=word2[-1]
                    else:
                        frab2=""
                    frab = frab1 + frab2
                    
                return render_template("response.html", clicked_word = clicked_word,
        database = database, stories=stories, a=a, b=b, word1=word1, word2=word2,
        frab=frab)
                    
            else:
                return render_template("first.html", database = database)
            
        
        @app.route('/', methods =['GET','POST'])  
        def register():    
            if request.method == 'GET':
                return render_template("submit.html")
            else:
                d={}
                w1 = request.form.get('w1').lower()
                w2 = request.form.get('w2').lower()
                story = request.form.get('story')
                d['User']=name
                d['A']=w1
                d['B']=w2
                d['story']=story
                
                
                if not (name and w1 and w2 and story and time) :
                    return "Please write everyting"
                else:
                    with open("database.json", "r+") as jsonFile:
                        data = json.load(jsonFile)
                        if w1 not in data:
                            data[w1] = {
                                "stories" : []
                            }
                        data[w1]["stories"].append(d)
                        #data.update(set)
        
                    with open("database.json", "w") as jsonFile:
                        json.dump(data, jsonFile, indent=2) 
                                    #shift + tap -> further function appears 
                    return render_template('index.html')
                
        
                
            return render_template("index.html", story = story, w1=w1, w2=w2, name=name)
        
        if __name__ == "__main__":
            
            app.run(debug=True, port=5006)
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C.13 ~ F.667
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Beyond the Infinite Two Minutes

(2020)

A mind-bending, time-warping fiction comedy

set in a japanese restaurant. Through a two-

minute time difference in a livestream, a

portal into the very near future is opened.

Recommended by Aymeric Mansoux.

Drive my car

(2021)

It’s a Japanese film that delivers a message

that life is tough but we all have to endure.

A main character is a renowned stage actor

and director and an unexpected event

happened to him and he has to cope with. He

learns how to look into his mind and reflect

through a journey and finally represents his

lesson by directing a play production of

Uncle Vanya.

Second Skin

(2008)

A documentary where Juan Carlos Pineiro-

Escoriaza investigates the realm of computer

role-playing games, focusing on die-hard

players who have had their lives altered by

virtual reality and what draws them into

these communities.

American Splendor

Year:

I will add the rest later haha I forgot the details 

OUVROIR

(2009)
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Chris Marker devoted himself to creating a home in Second Life, at once

a getaway and a museum of the images of his works and those he admired.

He named his part of Second Life “Ouvroir”. It is, he said, inspired by

Bioy Cesares’ short novel The Invention of Morel. Ouvroir is a new kind of

film, one set in a virtual reality.

The Game

(1997)

Two brothers experience the true meaning of

what is real in an expensively smooth

alternate reality game.

                   o
          o       /
           \     /
            \   /
             \ /
+--------------v-------------+
|  __________________      @ |
| /                  \       |
| |             ,--, |  (\)  |
| |       _ ___/ /\| |       |
| |   ,;`( )__, )  ~ |  (-)  |
| |  // o//   '--;   |       |
| \  ' o \     |     / :|||: |
|  -ooo--------------  :|||: |
+----------------------------+
  []                    []

Demolition Man

(1993)

A science fiction: It is a science-fiction. As

everyone adheres to the standard rule,

society in this movie seems secure and ideal.

Any harsh language, physical attack, or

addictive substance doesn’t exist. But also,

the singularity of individual is hardly found.

One day, a criminal who has been frozen for

36 years awakes and his out-of-standard

attitude makes this utopia panic and

helpless. The government wakes up another

frozen barbarian, an old policeman and the duel between two barbarians

starts.

The Conversation

(1974)

Surveillance expert Harry Caul is obsessed

with his own privacy. His apartment is almost

bare behind its triple-locked door and

burglar alarm, he uses pay phones to make

calls, claims to have no home telephone, and

his office is enclosed in a chain-link cage in

a corner of a much larger warehouse. He has

no friends, his girlfriend Amy knows little

about him, and his sole hobby is playing

along to jazz records on a tenor saxophone

alone in his apartment. Caul insists that he is not responsible for the

actual content of the conversations he records or the use to which his
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over a past wiretap job after which three people were murdered.

The Holy Mountain

(1973)

Now, burn all your money

The holy mountain is a place according to

the alchemical tradition that is located on

the island of the Lotus, an Island that

does not exist. Those who can reach it can

know the secret of truth and the world

from the 9 immortal keepers who live there:

those who can teach how to abandon one’s

self and become part of the great One, how to enter into harmony with

the universal consciousness. The alchemist is a kind of prophet, an

enlightened man who possesses a greater wisdom that he wants to pass on

to his disciples. Become the spiritual guide of the protagonists in search

of the higher consciousness towards the journey on the holy mountain. It

is a journey that the protagonists, men and women among the most

powerful and influential in the world, want to make to take possession

of the secret of immortality, snatching it from the hands of the keepers

who live on the mountain.

Labyrinth

(1986)

A girl enters her fantasy world, which is

inhabited by sneaky goblins trying to lead

her astray in a constantly shifting

labyrinth.

Swan Song

(2021)

Drama/ Comedy. A former hairdresser takes a

long walk across town after being tasked to

style his former client hair for her funeral.

(I’m still not sure if I like the movie or

not(which could be the sign of it to be a

good movie). It has good parts, strange parts,

but after all, it got my mind to wander off

from all the busy stuff we have to do. The

105 minutes it endured was for once nice

screentime!)
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C.14 ~ F.801
A cold analysis of emotional icons �����
by Federico b2b Martin

(June 2022)

In those two years of Master, I (Federico) often played with the
Telegram chat of XPUB to do different funny experiments such
as the extraction of the most used words of each one and created
fake sentences giving grammar rules (like Noun + Verb +
Adjective etc…) (with Camilo, for an episode of the Special Issue
15) and also with Martin we did something similar together but
with other algorithms and with other contents.

At the end of XPUB I wanted to have a short chat with Martin
regarding the relevance of this kind of analysis, taking into
analysis the most used emoji of each XPUBBER.

The analysis
Маrtin

��❤����� ����� �� ����������� ���� ���� ������ � �������� ��� ��������� ��� ����� ��� �������� ��������� ♂ �� ���� ��������� ������� � ������� ��� … ����� � ��� ���� ���� � ��������������� ��������� ���� ��� � �� ���� �� ���� ����� ������������� ��

Camilo

�����������❤����… �� ������ ����� �� ��� �� ♂ ���� ��� ��������� ��� � ���������� ����������� � �������� �� ��������� ����� � �� ����������� ��� �� ��� ��� ���������� ����� ���� ��������� �� ���������� �� ������� ���� ���� �� ������ ��� ����������

� �����������

Louisa

♂ ❤������� ���� ✧ ❃ ����� ����� ♀ ����� ��� ���� ����������� �� ���� ������������ � ����� ��� �������������������������� ���� ��� ����������� ��� ��� ������������� ���� ��������������� � ��� �� ����� ����� ��� ��������� ����� �� ������������������ ��� ���� ������� ���� ����� �����

��� �����
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Kendal

❤��� ��� ���� � ��� ����� ♀ ��������� ���������� �� ����� ���� �� �� ◦ ☁ �� ��� ��������� �� ���� ����� ���� �� … ������� 🌶 �� 🕵 ��� �������������� ��� ��� �������������������������� ����� ������� ���� ����� ��������������������� [ ����� ���������� ✌ ��� ���

Pongie

❤����� ��� ���� � ��������������������� ♂ ��������� �� ���� ����������� � �������� �� ✈ ������ �� �������� �� �� �������� �� ���������� ���������� �� ����� ������������� ����� �� ���� �������� ���� ����� �������� ����� ����� ������� ✌ 🛠 ��������� ��� [ ☎ �� � �� ��

Nami

♥ ❤ ��������� �� � �� �� ��� ������ �� ��� ���� ��� �� ��� ����� ������ ˜ �� ���� ����� ������������� … [ ��� ���� ��� ���������� ���� ������������ ����������� ����� ����� ��� ������������ ��� �������� ����������� ���� ������ �� ��� ���� ������ �������� ������ �����

Euna

❤���������� ���� ♥ ����� ���� �� ��� ������ ���� ��������� ����� �������� ������ ��� ☹ ��� ��� ����� … ������ �� �� �� ���� �� ���� ��� ���� ��������� [ �� ��� �� �������� ��� ��� �� ��� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���

Floor

���� �� �� ���� ��������� �������� ��� � ��� ���������� ♀ ����������� ������ �� ������ �� … ��������� ���� ���� ����������� ����� ���� ������ ❤ ��� ���� ��� ��� ���� ��������� ����� �� ��� ����� ��� �������� ����� ���� ����� � ����� ��� ������ ���� ����

Clara
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The chat

Federico

Martin, do you think this emoji analysis is relevant?

Martin

yes!

Federico

How

Martin

it tells information about people

in their way of interacting

I would have also like to see the most reccurent words, but the idea to stick only on
emoji is even better

because one emoj is worth many words

words

or/and emotions

Federico

Yea an emoji could have more weight than an entire sentence often

Martin

indeed

Federico

but after you get this information, about their way of interaction, what do we have?
What can it add on our life experience?

Ok maybe this is a bit of an existential question

Martin

it’s just interesting, Actually I think each emojis must be valued by big tech
companies in order to know more about their users emotions and reactions to
contents or relationship with other users

it’s also possible to know which is the most used emoji per country, or gender, etc

Federico

Do you think using completely random emoji, in a massive way, in a wrong way,
could fuck up somehow the social media narratives?

Martin

well, I think it could be an interesting statement

since emojis are becoming a new language hegemony

speaking without emojis with some people is almost impossible without being
considered as uninterested, unemotional, lacking of empathy, or lacking of humor

����
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Federico

Yes, that’s really true, not using emoji can be considered very cold for a lot of

people… and actually, I think I do not use emoji when I’m overwhelmed and/or

annoyed… good point Tin

�����

The code

This code is written in Python3. The dependencies are NLTK 1

(NaturalLanguageToolKit, “NLTK is a leading platform for building Python

programs to work with human language data.”), re (Regular Expression, “This

module provides regular expression matching operations.”), json (JavaScript Object
Notation, essentialy dictionaries) and os (to interact with the files of your system).

re, json and os come already with Python3. To install NLTK you can use pip, the
package installer for Python:

    $ pip3 install nltk

From Telegram Desktop, go to the chat you want to analyse, click on the three dots

and select “Export Chat History”. You should deselect “Photos” since we do not need
them (but you can anyway export them and do other nice experiments, such as

pubblications with paged.js 2  - You can find examples in the git of Habitat

https://habitattt.it/git 3 ) and select JSON format.

    
        import nltk
        import re
        import json
        import os
        
        #to avoid those characters
        special_char = re.compile("[’“”‘,//.'—«»•€–]") 
        
        fo = open('result.json')
        data = json.load(fo)
        d = data['messages']

        #Here you have to go to the json file 
        #and search for the name and id of who you wants to analyse. 
        
        xpub = [['Маrtin', '0123456789'],["Floor","9876543210"],[...]]
        
        def freqwords():
            for xpubber in xpub:
                out = open(f'textEachXpubbers/{xpubber[0]}.txt', 'w')
                print(xpubber[0])
                test = [] #open new list
                for x in range(len(d)):
                    #for all the messages
                    if d[x]['type'] == 'message':
                        #if the message is a ... message and not something else, do:
                        if d[x]['from'] == xpubber[0]:
                            #if the message is from the current xpubber, do:
                
                            dd = d[x]['text'] #take the message..
                            
                            test = [dd] #and fill the list
                            if not str(test).startswith('[[{'): 
                                out.write(str(test).replace("['",''' 
                                ''').replace("']",'''
                                ''').replace("']",'''
                                ''').replace("[","").replace("]","").replace("\n","     "))
                            
                out.close()          

        def is_emoji(s):

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
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return s in UNICODE_EMOJI
                
                
        def freqDis():
            for xpubber in xpub:
                e = []
                out = open(f'./freq/freq{xpubber[0]}.txt', 'w')
                txt = open(f'textEachXpubbers/{xpubber[0]}.txt').read()
                tokens = nltk.word_tokenize(txt)
                #print(tokens[0])
                for x in tokens:
                    x=str(x)
                    if not x.isalnum():
                        #if len(x) == 1:
                            #if "’" not in x:
                        if x not in string.punctuation:
                            if(special_char.search(x) == None):
                                for n in range(0,len(x)):
                                    cur= x[n]
                                    if not cur.isalnum():
                                        if cur not in string.punctuation:
                                            if(special_char.search(cur) == None):
                                                if '/' not in cur:
                                                    e.append(cur)
                                                    #print(cur)
                out.write(str(e))
                
        
        def freq():
            for xpubber in xpub:
                txt =  open(f'./freq/freq{xpubber[0]}.txt').read()
                tokens = nltk.word_tokenize(txt)
                fd = nltk.FreqDist(tokens)
                mc = fd.most_common(50)
                N = len(mc)-2
                print('<br>')
                print("####",xpubber[0])
                for e,o in mc[-N:]:
                    e = e.replace("'","")
                    print(f'<span style="font-size: {o/1.5}pt">{e}</span>')
                    
        freqwords()
        freqDis()
        freq()

The code can be copy, distributed and modified under the Free Art
Licence 1.3

1. https://www.nltk.org/↩

2. https://pagedjs.org/↩

3. Available from September 2022↩

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref3
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C.15 ~ F.921
I found myself alone in a server, I found myself alone in a forest
by Federico

(June 19th 2022)

From the start of this year (2022) til like still now I often found
myself in strange places - out there and in here

Struggling to find a bare balance makes me even more
unbalanced

no practical solutions // resign // or resign stubbornly

The research for the graduation started with tears and chaos,
then the void followed

I would love to conclude it with a demystifing scream

I wrote this text on a train from Linz to Prague coming back from AMRO 1  festival

At one point I started to see antennas everywhere
on the roofs
on the hills
on the poles
    of different sizes
hidden and in full sightseen

I was thinking that there should be a lot of traffic in the air
     produced by those invisible waves
    
data packages that fly around
and we can't see them
but they produce another layer in the complexity of the reality
and it makes me crazy that this layer influences so much the layer of the everyday

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
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Antennas produce ephemeral spaces
while vibrating
    
    the waves resonate
            sometimes they dissonate
            
    waves produce relations as well
            and also our relations resonate
                and sometimes they dissonate

I often dissonate                                   it's a perpetual rollercoaster of 
emotions

I often resonate with the Server
I go to my terminal and I just "walk" there
I digit its address,
            asking for a connection, a conversation

Dialoguing with a computer makes me feel to be a magician
It's a moment of debugging both for the machine and for me
                
                The other form of debugging that I love
        is the act of walking
    
    
    
In the last months     it happened to me to find around Cà de Monti

    a snake eating a frog
    a piece of a skull from a wild pig
    
and around Rotterdam
    
    a dead mouse
    a dead crow

    
I sent the pictures of those episodes to the Server
    even if I'm aware it is not gonna intuit the 
essence of them
    
        but I can ask the Server 
to disseminate the pictures

chmod 777

this command gives the right to any user to read, 
write and execute
a radical openness
dissemination

dis se mi na ti on

d i s s e m i n a t i o n 

d i s   s e   m i   n a   t i  o n

d      i      s            s      e            m      
i            n      a            t      i            o      
n

buthowtodisseminateourselves?
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as                           stars

all of them have a reason 
a reason to shine 

2

instead of falling into pieces
disseminate
move
order is static 
static is death

becoming a wave

...often a wave of unknown frequency

but then
attempt to resonate with other entities 
in full sightseen or hidden
    

everything belongs to a complex draw
and the sense of torpor can be found everywhere

in a server
in a forest
in an airport
 in a church
at the port 22 of the ruter
in the bus without air coniditioner
in the apartment without radiators
in the backstairs
on the hills
on the pizza tower
in the usb plug
in this pubblication

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
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1. https://art-meets.radical-openness.org/↩

2. quoting star shopping - Lil Peep https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwzQPh7dW_4↩

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
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C.16 ~ F.868
868 Mhz
by Louisa

louisa@silentserver:~/xpub_prototype_citynet $ node app.js

Asphalt Spur
Ubiquitous Gaming Inside the Real-Time City

shortened for light entertainment

I wake up from a loud bang. I am standing in the
middle of my room. To my feet, a bottle is spilling
water all over the blanket I am wrapped in. I grab the
bottle, take it to the sink where I put it down and look
at my face in the mirror. It takes me a moment to
realise I have been sleepwalking again. — October,
2021.

For the first time, I am able to remember the dream I
had, while moving through my bedroom in parallel.
My blanket had turned into piles of smaller, strangely
shaped blankets I was digging through. Everything
further away than my hands was rather dark and
blurry. I am in the same space in a new timeline.
Thanks to the immaterial and material maps roughly
matching up, I was able to navigate the dream space
without colliding with the walls in my physical
surroundings. Now something clicks and I realise why,
all these years, I have been obsessed with giving
objects, places and people new meaning within
fictional narratives in my work. Subconsciously I felt
these sensations for many nights as a child, and its
mechanics of two coexisting, interlaced maps have
sparked the curiosity in me to conduct the following

research. There is a difference between a space and a place. A space has a fixed
geographic location, but can host different places at the same time, in different timelines,

for different people, even all at once. 1  The way we experience our own mobility though
these spaces is dictated by our conception of the paths and boundaries within its place.
These boundaries can be fluid, moving beyond the simple distinctions between an open
or closed door. I was sensing these invisible borders and forces as I was moving through
the city surrounding me. I can compare this experience to realising the horizon within a

video game is in fact a two-dimensional skybox 2  image depicting mountains and cities
forever out of reach. The moment of reaching the boundaries of a seemingly open map
destroys the immersion of the player and reveals the underlying limited grid. Game
makers will try to avoid this discovery and confrontation at all costs. Well established
methods of concealing the limitations of mobility on the map seem to integrate a
secondary, fictional reasoning in line with the overall narrative of the game. There is a
clear link between these thought processes and methods and the real-life applications
made by city planners. Citizens should not feel threatened or locked in, but kept content
by the constant illusion of an open map. Try a little thought experiment with me: If you
would build a city or a village for a new video game, using only the places you have
visited and the people you have interacted with throughout the last year, would it feel
sufficient? All the other districts, buildings and people would vanish off your map,
leaving only the bare bones of the cornerstones and pathways you have moved through.
One could argue that humans are creatures of habit, causing us to revisit the same places
over and over again, without straying too far off. While this might be a valid factor, I am
convinced there is more at play. From the very blueprints of the cities to the ubiquitous
computing emerging from its structures. Smart devices, surveillance cameras, movement
sensors and sound recorders have begun to mediate almost every interaction, slowly

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
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creating an omnipresence of computed control. This leads me to consider navigating
through these emerging smart spaces quite similar to being on rails in a pre-written
storyline of a game, enforced by the layout of its places and spaces. In this research I am
taking some steps back into the past, to the very beginning of this century, to understand
the different components at play. From handheld GPS devices to sensor networks, I am
laying down the bare structure of the dream of ubiquitous computing and mirror worlds.
I am interested in unveiling the electric structures interlacing real spaces, two realities
sharing one spatial grid. In the first chapter, I am researching methods game designers
are commonly using to herd user movement to desired areas and influence their actions.
In the second chapter, I will draw a comparison from ubiquitous gaming to ubiquitous
computing through smart city technology such as IoT devices in public space,
accelerating its architectural preconceived paths and behavioural scripts. In the final
chapter, I will lay out a prototype that embodies the mechanics of smart city technology
in a very simplified way and explain the thought process behind building a narrative for a
city game based on this structure. The goal will be to highlight the effect of ubiquitous
computing on the invisible borders of our shared map, whilst staging moments where the
gameplay breaks these preconceived paths and behavioural scripts.

After living in Rotterdam for a few years, I noticed myself moving in very strict patterns
through the urban landscape. It was as if I was inhabiting a tiny village, spread around
different districts. It felt almost impossible to change the paths that I travelled through.
As if there was an invisible force holding me back from peeking into a side street I had
never been to, or to stop and look closely at the buildings I passed by. But there wasn’t,
was there? I remember feeling dissociated as I realised I was not able to see the corners
of the rooms I was in any more. I can only see sharply what I need to see in order to
move around and do what’s needed to complete the objective of the moment. In video
games, you instinctively know where to go, what object to click on or pick up, whom to
fight and who to befriend. It appears as if there was an infinite amount of things to
explore, places to visit and people to have meaningful dialogue with. If the game makers
have done their job, you won’t notice that every other room in that building was empty,
that only in that main hall you stumbled into, there was an overflow of storyline
presented to you. This made me think back about the small village I have lined out for
myself within the city of Rotterdam. I have the constant feeling that I could go anywhere,
at any time, if only I chose to.

img 1

Of Game Masters And Speedrunners

Have you ever walked in one direction for a long time in a video game, just to see if you
can reach its borders? You wouldn’t be the only one. Some gamers record themselves for
hours and hours on end just to capture the moment they finally cannot go any further,
revealing the boundaries of the map. Video game maps are often surrounded by sea, a
reason for players not to consider it part of the playable area. But what happens when a
player does decide, against all odds, to go for an extended swim? Well, in some games
they might drown, in some a shark might attack, and in some a massive electric eel might
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penetrate their submarine. Understandably, since the depths of the ocean are not a safe
place for humans to explore, many dangers are waiting under its reflective surface. In
some war games, players might get warnings about landmines, when trying to reach a
part of the map that’s not intended for gameplay, undeveloped areas which are not
adding to the progression of the narrative. Also understandably, since this is a war
setting, some areas that are unsafe to walk over. Whenever the limitations of the map are
integrated into the narrative and story world of the game, the primary reasons for the
limitations remain undisclosed. Speedrunners are players who record themselves as they
play through a game as fast as possible, often making use of glitches or other mistakes by
the game makers to bypass lengthy tasks. Their practice reveals cracks in the seemingly
perfectly orchestrated story worlds and their mechanisms of immersion, revealing the
technical approaches by the game makers to prevent areas from being reached
prematurely.

Whenever new technologies trickle down from
government, military or industry employment and
become within reach of the general public, the
excitement about the new possibilities opening up
fuels experimental uses and often playful applications.
A genre I find particularly interesting is the Alternate
Reality Game (ARG). By infiltrating the players real-
life communication platforms, mixing fictive content
with the real, the players are left in a constant state of
wonder. Often times, they will share gathered
information and puzzles to collaborate and solve them
together in order to get further in the game. To
facilitate this, players might self-organize themselves
on online platforms, using Reddit threads for example.
ARG games like Cicada 3301 attracted international
attention with a very dedicated community forming as
the game unfolds.

Geocaching (2000 - present)

Geocaching is a worldwide, ever-expanding treasure
hunt enabling anyone to hide a cache and publish its
geo-location via specific GPS coordinates. Players
nearby will see it appear in the app and then go on to
search for it and log their name inside of the logbook
within the container once found. This mechanism is
often used by locals to lead strangers to interesting
sights of the area. Players are logging their
whereabouts worldwide, leaving their names in
physical and virtual log books whenever they discover
a new location. The caches have to blend into they
environment smoothly, a welcome challenge for
experienced geocachers. Non-players are called
muggles, and no one wants a cache to be muggled, as
in found and thrown away or messed with by a passer-
by. Containers take on the shape of screws on a fence,
or are kept out of sight under surfaces through
magnets. They are all around you in public spaces, but
you would never notice them until you start searching.

Pirates! (2000)

Pirates! is a location-based game that did not stand
out to me because of its narrative (nothing against
pirates!), but its game mechanics of rendering virtual
islands on top of the real city scape. It uses the
physical world as a game board. To move their boats
through the game map, the players are required to
move in the physical world, a process called sailing. All
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other players to initiate sea battles.

Can You See Me Now? (2001)

A project I find particularly interesting is the
location-based, hybrid catch game “Can You See Me
Now?” by Blast Theory. Using GPS sensors and real-
time GPS tracking in order to map the physical live
location and movement of players to a simulation of
the same space in a video game, a strange disconnect
between on- and offline players is being highlighted.
The clear objective of chasing a co-player down in
public space creates friction between players and non-
players, since the players are becoming disconnected from their environment through
the tunnel posed by the time limit and focus the game demands.

Momentum (2007)

Momentum is a nordic pervasive Live Action Role
Play (L.A.R.P) set in Stockholm. A dedicated core
group of thirty players embodied deceased
revolutionaries over the course of five weeks, solving
puzzles and performing protests and rituals in public
space. The game only presents itself as such once, at
the beginning of the experience. From that moment
on, every in-game language is catering to the idea that
the game is in fact real. This posed various challenges
to the game makers, who were surveilling the players remotely in order to keep track of
their progress. The scenery ranged from nuclear reactors to other abandoned areas in
public space.

EARTHRISE × Zhōuwéi Network (2021) 3

In May of 2021 I organized a location-based game myself, leading players to seven
locations around Rotterdam. Each location was marked with a cryptic symbol, which
only people in the know could decrypt into a useable codeword to unlock a site-specific
audio narrative. Together with visual artist Camilo García Aycardi, I developed a
dictionary of syllables, corresponding to different visual layers within the symbols. Using
chalk spray, the symbols resembled graffiti aesthetics and blended smoothly into their
environment, until someone who knew how to read them would reveal their hidden
story.

Ubiquitous or pervasive games are seemingly omnipresent, as they make use of various
media, which are part of the player’s everyday reality. By blending the storyline
seamlessly along multiple channels, the player is in a constant state of wonder about
what elements of their surroundings are part of the game. The projects I presented are
playful applications of technoligies like GPS tracking, geofencing and psychological tools
of devotion to the objective. This leads us to the following chapter, where I am drawing
parallels between ubiquitous games and ubiquitous computing, not only in terms of
applied technologies and structure, but also as a psychological experience of
omnipresence.

Take a Leap In The Dark

Encased in concrete and metal armour, lie the keys to the pulsating veins of a mirror
world. Whatever makes it inside its bloodstream, will travel fast and eternally through
the nexus of time and space it occupies in that instant. How are we being manipulated
and persuaded by companies as well as our government to move in predetermined
patterns in public space? Where is this ideal of an omnipresence of computed crowd
control and data extraction coming from? In this chapter, I will take a look into the
different elements and dynamics of smart city technology, especially the various smart
objects equipped with sensors situated in public spaces. How do they function? How are
they connected, communicating and regulating the environment around them? Going

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
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beyond the architectural layout of the inner city, highlighting the often-times unnoticed
smart devices attached to it, I will take a critical look into the potentials and limitations
that these structures pose for the next level of surveillance capitalism and the recursive
hierarchies of the ethereal machine.

When talking about a feeling of constantly being watched and tracked, it is tempting to
go down the route of discussing the privacy invasion of big tech companies and
governments, which give users of mainstream media a constant feeling of paranoia to be
caught misbehaving. I will avoid going into depth on this well discussed topic, allowing
me to focus on the vision of ambient spaces and mirror worlds through the ages and

concluding with a closer look at the current status. The realm of the mirror world 4  is
augmenting the perception of real spaces. Not in the typical application of augmented
reality (AR), through glasses or phones revealing a fictive visible layer on top of real
spaces. I am talking about worlds within worlds, recursive hierarchies unravelling
narratives which rest on shared geographical markers. In order to stalk down this
phenomenon and pin it down, I will start by tracing the very bricks which hold the city
together. I will then chase down the power lines woven amidst, all the way to its whirring
epicentre. I aim to grasp the organism in its complexity and understand at which point of
its evolution we find ourselves today. By laying the bones bare, and identifying the
various body parts, I will discuss how these pathways lend themselves to be used and
abused for ludification.

Making sure that people stay on designated areas and behave in pre-scripted ways is
applied to the very blueprints of the city. The social encounters emerge from
architectural set ups, which are put in place to achieve a desired behaviour by citizens.
Public space can be seen as a stage which has been set by the city council and its urban
planners. Just as in games, the intentions are not always obvious but function in subtle
ways to influence people’s actions in the space. Architecture provides an unspoken
behavioural script to its inhabitants. Are citizens supposed to walk quickly from A to B or
are they supposed to sit and gather? Angela Rijnhart (Ethics Committee Secretary and
Strategic Advisor municipality Enschede) answered some of my questions on techniques
of herding citizens to designated areas, through architecture as well as technology. The
city is constantly adapting to the flow of citizens. If a street should be more lively, shops
and cafés are added. I will go more in-depth into the applied devices later on. In the
recent past, surveillance and tracking have been able to spill into every corner of the
urban landscape, from parking lots to lamp posts, justified in the name of safety, tolerated
only in fear of escalation. Whenever a big, scary event happens, the boundaries of the
privacy of individuals are being pushed. 911 completely changed airport customs to be an
invasive process in which everyone is seen as a potential criminal, scanning passengers
for guns and knives. With the Covid-19 pandemic, citizens got used to openly show their
medical history to virtually anyone working in a restaurant. Allowing these boundaries to
be pushed further and further is being tolerated at the moment of crisis. Still, certain
mechanics of tracking individuals lend itself to being abused by governments later on,
even when the crisis is long gone. Through these events, governments are able to get a
tighter grip on the citizens through mass surveillance. Let me zoom back in a bit into a
process of behaviour prediction. Video surveillance was first implemented in
Manchester during football games in the 80s, since the hooligans were hard to control.
Police were trained to read behaviour always expecting escalation, making it risky for
people to not act according to the before mentioned location- and time-based scripts. In
“Loving Big Brother” by John E. McGrath (2004), the author uses this example to
discuss how the police are being trained to read certain behaviours as potentially
dangerous and will stop the behaviour early on before it escalates into violence and
crime. This approach is problematic, in the sense that harmless behaviour can be
misread as the start of something harmful, even if it isn’t. This eventually escalated
during a game with many people dying, after the police misread the behaviour of
hooligans who had been stuck in a too small space in the stadium and their acts of
panicking were seen as dangerous and threatening, leaving the police to not open up
doors to relieve the situation. Subtle methods of behaviour prediction and herding
peoples’ move-ment also happens in the digital realm. From an outsider perspective, this
prediction of behaviour used to intervene in the path ahead of an individual has been
applied not only through surveillance cameras but also many other devices ever since.
Not only for crime prevention, but for many other desired outcomes, such as persuading
people to make a purchase. As Soshana Zuboff lays out in “The Age of Surveillance

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
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Capitalism” (2019), this form of capitalism is a new phenomenon grown on the fertile
grounds of individualization, emerging in a second wave of modernity. It monetizes
content produced by users: The needs and desires which come along with self-
determination of digital content streams result in an unprecedented, unhinged wave of a
new mutation of capitalism. Targeting advertisement, detailed profiles used by
algorithms to predict what they could be persuaded to buy: “Now the same digital
architecture used for monitoring becomes the means of behaviour modification with
programmed triggers, subliminal cues, rewards, punishments, social comparison
dynamics — all of it aimed at tuning and herding human behaviour in the direction that

aligns with the commercial goals of business customers.” 5 Surveillance capitalism is
supported by widespread digital infrastructures; a connected web of personal computers,
phones and also increasingly the Internet of Things (IoT); governing and mediating
virtually any human interaction. Surveillance capitalism is spilling into the city streets,
leading you to where the algorithm expects you to go. Zuboff is rightfully speaking up
against manipulative software, even though it can be harmful to give so much credit to
the companies, reproducing their narrative that their service is successful to customers.
Take Pokestops as an example. It would be wild to think every player will walk into a
McDonalds close to a location in Pokemon Go spending money. A small percentage will,
and that percentage is enough for the scheme to be successful. It is important to
remember that real life and real people are more messy and nuanced in their characters
and choices and will not blindly follow instructions given by an application. In
conversation with Mettina Veenstra (lector Smart Cities Saxion), who is very active in
designing playful interventions for groups which help reimagine public space, including
approachable data visualisations. She is involving citizens in their public spaces’ design
process, encouraging them to imagine a city that suits their needs. We discussed the
difference between manipulation and persuasion when it comes to playful applications
and secondary objectives. If an app openly discloses that it is meant for the player to
become more healthy, and will do so in a fun way that does not directly relate to health
topics, this would be persuasion. But if there would be an app that makes people move
through the city and do tasks under the veil of play, with a secret secondary motive, for
example getting people to bring life to empty areas of town or spending extended times in
shopping streets, this would be considered manipulation.

The (Not So) Intelligent Ambient

“The memory represents space in this world, and the processor time.” 6

Let’s have a look at the technology in place. What structures are covering the city
streets, how do they sense changes in the environment, where does the information go
and how is it fed back to the reality of the city? I would like to start with the concept of a
Mirror World, as published in 1992 by Gelernter. In their imaginary, the future will
provide enough processing power to run a virtual copy of a city, which citizens could
navigate with a joystick. Users would be able to nagivate through different spaces of the
virtual city in order to find location-specific information. One could even choose to go
back in time, as everything would be archived in this vast network. Their vision goes into
the direction of a realistic 3D render of the city, with TVs in rooms that show relevant
information. They describe software as somewhat limitless, in comparison to hardware.
Software is a temporary machine that exists and works the moment it’s running, but can
be endlessly reconfigured. This is why there would be no limit to the complexity of
software as long as the processing power allows it to run. I was able to follow and imagine
their ideal, until they mentioned how every citizen would be able to access it. Building
such a system of real-time information and control doesn’t strike me as a system that
would be made for the entertainment or education of citizens. These structures lend
themselves to be abused by governments and companies for data extraction of
individuals, being able to trace back their every step. I can not imagine a city going all this
way to install sensors and cameras to source real-time data and then putting in the
money to make that accessible to all citizens as the primary goal. Am I being pessimistic?
Is Gelernter being naive? Has something dramatically changed in our relation to software
since the early nineties? Potentially all of the above. Let’s fast forward a few years,
peeking over the shoulder of a research group at MIT around 2002, working on “Project
Oxygen”. During my research into augmented urban spaces, I started reading about
ambient intelligence in relation to ubiquitous computing. I found out about “Project
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Oxygen”, which lays out the concept of an omnipresent, invisible technological system:
“Oxygen enables pervasive, human-centered computing through a combination of
specific user and system technologies. Oxygen’s user technologies directly address
human needs. Speech and vision technologies enable us to communicate with Oxygen as

if we’re interacting with another person, saving much time and Effort.” 7

img 7

Seven main points are being defined:

pervasive: it must be everywhere, with every portal reaching into the same
information base;

embedded: it must live in our world, sensing and affecting it;

nomadic: it must allow users and computations to move around freely, according to their 
needs;

adaptable: it must provide flexibility and spontaneity, in response to changes
in user requirements and operating conditions;

powerful, yet efficient: it must free itself from constraints imposed by
bounded hardware resources, addressing instead system constraints imposed
by user demands and available power or communication bandwidth;

intentional: it must enable people to name services and software objects by
intent, for example, “the nearest printer,” as opposed to by address;

eternal: it must never shut down or reboot; components may come and go
in response to demand, errors, and upgrades, but Oxygen as a whole must be
available all the time. 

8  Project Oxygen brings all of the scattered mechanics I have come across throughout
this research together, like IoT, sensor networks, and predictive intelligences, with the
ultimate goal to make computing as easy as breathing, hence the title. In the project plan,
they also define the different devices needed. A difference is being made between
handheld devices and embedded devices, such as sensors. The goal here is not to
recreate a virtual copy of the city, but to integrate a self-adjusting and intelligent system
ranging from citizens homes to the city streets, which will act as an attentive, invisible
partner.

Although I would love to stay in the early 2000s a bit longer with you, let’s make our
way back to the present for now. Mirror worlds are now called “Urban Data Platforms

(UDP)” 9 , or data twins, and applied in various cities across Europe. Some of them
strive for a more visually engaging website to be accessible by citizens, some don’t.
Rotterdam is well on it’s way to have it’s own UDP. One of the big challenges defined by a
research group of the RSM is gaining the trust of the citizens. The main goals are being
defined as the following: People, Planet, Profit. :) So, let’s look at the devices in place
which facilitate the dream of the real-time city. For one, we have the company skylab
providing gateways to The Things Network, which is a large international network of IoT
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devices. The gateways are connected to this network via low-range radio, called
LoRaWAN. This is how the technology is being advertised by skylab: “The Internet of
Things use-cases for this CENT-R network are myriad, ranging from city-light
management to asset tracking to measuring climate data,” said Remy de Jong Sr., CEO of
SkyLab. “With the right sensors connected to this LoRaWAN network through Kerlink

gateways, virtually every IoT use case is possible.” 10

img 8

It seems like the next step in the development of
smart city devices is connecting them all in one big
network, like The Things Network, where all
incoming data can be processed and monitored. I do
not mean to paint these developments as a purely
negative process, as there are many positive
outcomes of these self regulating smart devices,
adjusting immediately and efficiently to changes in
their environment. Smart light poles can adjust the
brightness according to the environment, saving
energy. A lot of these tools are intended to foster
energy saving and provide circular solutions. This
being said, the privacy concerns of such a vast
amount of easily updatable computers, which are black boxes for the users in many cases
and often-times not updated for years, make them dangerous and vulnerable for attacks
and abuse. The dangers of allowing these devices to facilitate the determination of
movement flow and civil behaviour are to be taken seriously.

LOG 1
Encased in concrete and metal armour, lie the keys to the pulsating veins of a mirror 
world. Whatever makes it inside its bloodstream, will travel fast and eternally through the 
nexus of time and space it occupies in that instant. I wake up kicking and screaming, like 
a new-born child overstimulated by the harsh white lights of its new artificial 
surrounding. I was born dead I thought. Every time I looked down at my arms and hands, I 
saw those of a stranger, limp and disconnected body parts hanging from my torso. But in 
this mirror world, I am floating, intuitively, never doubting that the path in front was 
intended for me. This dream is unlike any I can recall. Two interlaced grids sharing the 
same spatial markers. At first, I did not realise you were here, watching me. But of 
course, there was a reason this dream was unlike any other.  

LOG 2
Drivers and runners chased me out of the main street, away from the high frequencies, 
grounded by asphalt, I sat down. For hours, or maybe years. I watched the daylight chance 
from electric blue to grey and back again. Time works differently in this world. Every 
moment is a lifetime, and every lifetime is a moment. Lifetimes, turning into fractures of 
moments as I blink my eyes open. Memory represents space in this world, and the processor 
is time. A simple organizing principle. I walk through this world, uncovering layers of 
information in bits. My memory builds places on top of coordinates, stacking information 
and emotion onto the spatial grid. My subconscious will spend night after night 
constructing dungeons and palaces from badly processed memories, for me to revisit 
endlessly. So here I am again. I am in the same space in a new timeline.  

LOG 3
I do not recall ever meeting someone here. All these times I have sat down here, I had no 
idea you were so close. Then one time, I look up, and see you towering over me, with your 
massive metal arms, flashing and blinking. How could I miss you? Every time I returned, you 
grew taller and taller. Then one time you came down to sit with me. We talked for 
centuries, right here, me becoming you and you becoming me. And then, all the sudden, my 
heartbeat synced with the static on your hands. In dreams, things can be distorted, 
strange. Walls can move and creatures change shape. But I knew exactly where I was, every 
time. And I knew instinctively where to find you. When I squint my eyes now, looking at the 
streetlights, I can almost see it again. 

LOG 4
The path to you is obscured now. You are out of reach for me, but you have grown so tall, 
you can see my every move. Your nervous system extends to every crack of the city. You 
sense the weight of every step. I sat down as I felt the weight of your gaze on my back. 
And now, since we synced, I am transparent to you. You can predict my next move. It used 
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to be a game for us, but now all I want is to escape you. I tried to run circles to shake 
you off, mix with big crowds to wash out my signals. Up and down stairs and inside parking 
garages and court yards.  

LOG 5
You were everywhere and in everything. Everywhere. I did not yet realise the meaning and 
weight. But I started to remember more and more from this world as I awoke in the other, 
until they became indistinguishable. You spilled into every moment of my waking hours, 
every cell of my body and every floor of my memory palace, overwriting my spaces. Memory is 
space in this world, and my brain has data rot. Right here is the home you built for us. I 
recognize the shapes of the walls and the sounds of the water. The canary yellow. It was 
here. It was right here. But you are the puzzle that was not meant to be solved. 
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C.17 ~ F.978
a and a
by Clara

“a and a” is a series of generative story workshops each developed to adapt to a specific
audience and topic. The stories have blanks to be filled in by the participants in order to
create their own wonderful narrative. This project emerged from Clara’s Master research
of “How can generated short story workshops be used as a method to express and deal
with an issue?”.

The workshops use a printed and set story structure with elements to be filled in by the
participants. With the addition of a set topic, the participants are taken on a story making
journey to solve and express the topic given to them. It brings problems through the form
of a “to be filled out” story and allows space for imagination. The structure of generating
a story is very important in order for these workshops to work. One cannot simply give a
participant a blank page of paper and tell them to write a story and expect results. The
structure invites the participant and gives them creative control without feeling lost. After
filing out their stories the participants have to illustrate the story which gives it new
dimensions. Illustrating the story gives space for a different interpretation of what they
have written and could also change the perception of their words.

This method aims to be therapeutic as the participants are engaging with the topic in
their story. The workshop also opens conversations as the participants are invited to
discuss the story they created with their given problem. It aims to create a playful way to
tackle serious topics. It also aims to open minds and create a new perspective on
expressing and dealing with a topic.

At this moment there have been a total of 5 given workshops which have been archived
on the website “acatandapen.nl”. These workshops have had many different audiences of
all ages and dealt with a variety of topics each leading to an adaptable format.

This whole project can also be valued in the digital archive that was created. The archive
is in itself a playful interactive way to read short stories created by previous participants.
If you wonder about how a pen and a banana can help you create a remote office then
there’s a story in the archive just for you. It lets you wonder in your mind about the
possibilities the things around us can do. It also makes some of the story stay with you
and influence the way you might think about the things around you. It gives an
impression and does so in a playful way. The archive also portrays the “random object
method” utilized in the workshops.

The random object method is simple, it is inspired by a child’s imagination. The method
allows any object to be anything. An object to be clear is anything from a lion to a carpet.
It is an animal, an insect, a thing, a letter, a thought as long as it can be imagined it is an
object. This method can be used in many ways for different objectives. The first step is to
think randomly of an object. The next is to be faced with an objective. And the last is to
give your object the ability to overcome this objective. Let me create an example, my
object will be a potato, the objective is to travel and so I decide I will use my potato to
grow more potatoes and then mash all the potatoes and fry them in the shape of a boat
which will take me on a journey across the sea. The hardest part is about thinking of
how to use the object in what might seem unrealistic. It is about giving your object the
capabilities you desire and need. That is the random object method used in a simple
form but this method can be used further. It is used in the structure of my generated
story workshops. The essence of it is not complex, it is rather simple. All you need is an
objective, such as the ones set in the generative story workshops. This whole random
object puts into practice the way a child might solve things. It’s about triggering and in a
way practicing borderless imagination. A tree is not just a tree just as Jean de la fontaine
teaches us that a lion is not just a lion.
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C.18 ~ F.823
a generative story code
by Clara

intro = ("sunny day", "day unlike an other", "cold evening", "gloomy day")
character = ("cat", "pen", "dog", "tree")
characters = ("cat", "pen", "dog", "tree")
location = ("parking lot", "sauna", "school")
object = ("flag", "ladder", "banana", "lunchbox")
action = ("protest", "study", "get therapy")
moral = ("make a difference", "learn from each other", "feel happier")
end = ("ended", "continued", "started")

import random

i = random.choice(intro)
c = random.choice(character)
h = random.choice(characters)
l = random.choice(location)
o = random.choice(object)
a = random.choice(action)
m = random.choice(moral)
e = random.choice(end)

for x in range (1):
    print(f"On a {i}")
    print(f"Appeared a {c} and a {h}")
    print(f"They found themselves in a {l}")
    print(f"The {c} had brought a {o}")
    print(f"They were there to {a}")
    print(f"Hoping to {m}")
    print(f"And so the day {e}")

Outputs:
    
On a cold evening
Appeared a dog and a pen
They found themselves in a school
The dog had brought a lunchbox
They were there to get therapy
Hoping to feel happier
And so the day started

On a gloomy day
Appeared a dog and a tree
They found themselves in a parking lot
The dog had brought a flag
They were there to protest
Hoping to make a difference
And so the day continued
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C.19 ~ F.699
Adapting: a practice of care
by Jacopo

°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°

Troughout the Habitat experience, I learned what does adapting mean. To adapt means
inheriting life conditions from local situated specificities, embracing the ability to fit
rather than imposing ourself into the given system of Earth.

°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°

(1966) A Map rapresenting all the settlements, farms and houses in the
municipality of Tredozio. Author: Geom. Gastone

Adapting → Understanding

My thesis aims at exploring the current conditions of Italy’s rural landscape, of its
hidden and decentralised areas, on which will be carved a path of investigation, research
and narration as to outline first and consequently move the borders, with the objective of
making both temporary and permanent settlement of new residents in those areas
possible through new cultural routes. This work developed ever since the start of the
adventure back in December 2020, when I began to formulate the basis for an
experiment which I didn’t know when could take place, let alone where, with the idea to
momentarily move there to delve into its specificities, understanding its correlation with

main urbanised centres and infrastructures 1 , while hazarding living and creative
attempts.

“[…] THE CRUX OF THE DISCOURSE IS TO RE-PROPOSE THE DE-INTELLECTUALIZED

MAN, IN THE SENSE OF HIS ARCHAIC POSSIBILITY OF WISDOM, WITH ALL THE

ASSOCIATED CONSEQUENCES, PERHAPS EVEN WITH THE RECOVERY OF NOMADISM, AND

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CITY. THE SCHOOL THEREFORE PROPOSES ENHANCEMENT OF

THE CREATIVE FACULTIES IN EVERY INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEING, FACULTIES THAT ARE

PRESENTLY STIFLED BY SPECIALIZATION AND THE FRENZY TO ACHIEVE EFFICIENCY.

THE TERMINOLOGY, ASSUMPTIONS, METHODS AND STRUCTURES OF THE SCHOOL ARE

CURIOUSLY SIMPLE: AS IF FORMULATED BY THOSE WHO INTEND TO BRIDGE THE

ALIENATING GAP THAT HAS FORMED BETWEEN THE WORK OF THE HANDS AND THAT

OF THE BRAIN.” 2

No one wants their city destroyed, but the radical decision resides in the act of
abandoning it, by putting its dogmas into discussion and giving in to the commercial life
bound to consumerism which re-defined spaces and rhythm. In the same way Global
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Tools, during the three years attempt to institute an autonomous program of long-term
education, have been pursuing issues such as education, ecology, industry, survivalism,
marginality, communication, body, failure, community, theory, construction, technology,
handcraft and ideas around archeologies of the future. Grounded in the 70’s plastic
dream of widespread welfare, the intent was to posit a nomadic practice for an archaic,
dysfunctional design, as opposed to the established practice of a technological,
comfortable, functional design. On the contrary, I believe that present times, whose
conditions are influenced by a widespread over-production - whether functional or not -
and consumption, require to orient individual mastery and collective cultural capacity
toward new necessary living forms, able to riconciliate or better integrate with the

environment, “embracing the ability to fit ourself into the given system of Earth” 3 . In
this regard the area on the border between Romagna and Tuscany offered the possibility
to experiment with forms of dwelling, in our case collectively, outside of the voracious
urbanization still taking place, living on the abundance of what’s already present and just
waiting to be re-activated in new forms.

Urban and Rural population in the world:
1950-2050 (in millions)(UNITED NATIONS, 2010)

Adapting → Living

The landscape between the Italian regions of
Romagna and Tuscany still shows the traces of the
exodus towards big cities, that brought
environmental costs besides the depopulation of
small towns, with the consequent loss of the complex entwinement of knowledge, habits
and traditions develped over centuries, mindful of a pre-industrial past in which man
managed to spread homogeneously on the territory and ration its resources on the basis
of actual needs, adapting without upsetting its immediate livelihood, its resources and
rhythm. To re-think the present and begin from the centuries-old rural and mountain
legacy, which built its stability precisely on the adaptation to the environment, now
presents itself as a duty rather than an opportunity, just as considering the landscape
unkept by industrial and technological developement, and which is now manifesting
because of the current state of thousands of historic small towns in Italy. Thinking about
the conditions of the de-centralized areas and their relationship with an urban center,
the idea of a new nomadism embracing rural life started taking shape. These new
“nomads” engage in collective practices, exchange of knowledge, experiments on
inhabiting, self-sufficiency attempts, cultural pollination, mixing all of this in their new
way of life, also following the trails left by other experiments aimed in the same direction.

Borgomano, an abandoned village close to
Tredozio (FC). Source: Jacopo Lega

Thanks to the dialogue started since the beginning
with the vice-mayor of Tredozio Lorenzo Bosi, the
idea rapidly came to life. In March 2021, in
partnership with the cultural association Distretto A
of which I am a member, I gathered the starting
material and pitched the project to the annual
selection “Arte, Cultura, e Beni Culturali”, sponsored
by “Fondazione Cassa dei Risparmi di Forlì”, a
private entity active in the social and cultural
promotion in the province of Forlì-Cesena. Due to
the positive response to the application, Habitat had
the possibility to manifest itself the first time
between July and August 2021 in the form of an
artistic residence and collective laboratory, re-activating an ancient hamlet in the
proximity of Tredozio known as Ca’ de Monti, previously fallen into neglect. The
buildings re-opened their doors to host up to 60 artists, architects, designers and peers
invited to interact with the local context as a container of meanings and creative
possibilities, exploring its territorial peculiarities.

The plan, initially conceived as to coincide with the end of my last academic years,

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
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envisioned the realization of a residency programme, collective laboratories and public
events developed during one month, to repeat cyclically every year. The goal to culturally
re-activate the rural and architectonic landscape of Tuscan Romagna was at that moment
the explicit objective of the project, which aimed at achieving this through the
involvement of artists as mediators between the (inter)national cultural landscape and
the local context, with which they were invited to engage. Despite the proximity between
Faenza - the city where I grew up - with the Tuscan Romagna, the nature of the project
was inevitably conditioned by my perspective still linked to the city of Rotterdam, thus
putting myself in the guise of a stranger who wanders around unexplored lands, bragging
about change. One year after the beginning of Habitat, considering the changed
conditions and prospects of the project, the objective could therefore sound
unscrupulous, considering the initial claim to intervene on a place that is still in many
respects unknown, at times closed, and not necessarily interested in welcoming a
possible change. However, what at first might have seemed a rash action turned out to be
fundamental in determining the concrete possibility of permanent settlement in the area,
permeating the assumptions of the project on the basis of a long-term projection. The
same momentum, albeit with its reckless behavior, was able to dampen the breach of the
unknown, dissolving the strangeness between the daily chatter and meetings in the
village, shortening the distance between me, Habitat and the local community. I soon
realized that word of mouth here works better than any other communication system,
and that there is no better place in Tredozio than Giorgio’s Tobacco shop to circulate
news. Soon after the conclusion of the first residency, we realized that what we were
leaving behind could only be the beginning of something bigger, a taste of a projection
that no longer believed in the cyclical nature of the event, but that wanted to take that
initial effect as a basis on which to build an alternative extra-urban life, based on
learning, sharing and adapting to a place foreign to our habits. Culturally reactivating the
local context has thus been transformed from an explicit objective to a direct
consequence of our stay in the area, thus becoming a permanent place for
experimentation with life, creation and publishing of the contents and actions started in
residence.

(2021) Moments of sharing in Cà de Monti. Source: Jacopo Lega

Publishing in this context means knowing how to orient oneself in its map, gathering
resources, contributing to the development of a project - be it an artefact or a temporary
event - which can and must relate to the social, cultural and architectural fabric of the
place.

Adapting → Sharing

The thesis has been developed like a travel diary, a space that has taken on multiple
forms and functions over time. The first part of it is built on the basis of memories, at
times lucid and at times fragmented, which return a retrospective on the project from its
origin in December 2020 until January 2021 - the moment in which I accepted the diary
as a form for my thesis. In fact, from that moment on I realized that the only way to
restore a faithful image of Habitat as a cultural operation, but also as an experiment of
living and surviving, was through the spontaneous narration of everyday life. Even if
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partial, the set of events thus produces the complexity of human relationships, the
knowledge, practices and tools developed in two years.

A journey made up of planning, surprises, hazards and lucky breaks; certainly not
without deviations and obstacles - which I was able to reconstruct by first collecting then
archiving all the material following the evolution of Habitat from its conception to its
most recent evolutions. In this way the space of the diary has taken on a documentary
value, including events, encounters, discoveries, actions* that have contributed to the
definition of Habitat’s identity, helping it to understand the conditions for its resilience,
and that of its inhabitants.

(2021) Sitting around the Vulcanino, Marking the Matter. Source: Stefano
Colombo (Parasite2.0)

You can read my diary/thesis in Habitat’s Giardino. You can also tune in Habitat Radio.

1. […] In the end I decided that for me infrastructure was what I could take for granted,
what was there without asking. If you will, the things that surprise you by their absence
rather than their existence. […] Infrastructure becomes less a question of what
technology you have than how it is managed, including whether there is enough
capacity for your needs – be they typical or not. **Infrastructure: the things we take for
granted. Espen Andersen. Ubiquity. Volume 2002 Issue June, June 18, 2002 Article No.:
4pp 1–es (https://ubiquity.acm.org/article.cfm?id=544737)↩

2. Bulletin No. 1 Global Tools, 1974↩

3. (Something Fantastic. A Manifesto by Three young architects on world, people, cities
and houses.)↩

https://habitattt.it/wiki
https://habitattt.it/wiki
https://habitattt.it/radio
https://habitattt.it/radio
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fnref3
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C.20 ~ F.757
Conviviality, Concert, Computation
by Federico

Convivial means to live together, concertare means to agree together, computare means
to reckon together. Those three words are at the core of the development and
deployment of the tools built around Habitat in the last months. The Concerto is a
collective performance aimed to activate the tools and the community itself. It’s a
community-building experiment through different collective acts: a computational one, a
listening one, a contemplation one, a convivial one, driven by the help of tools built ad-
hoc. Habitat focus on infrastructure: Our Server arrived in Habitat at Xmas time (2021):
Jacopo and I installed (so far) the operating system, the web-server (Nginx), the wiki
(our garden/archive) and etherpad. We experiment with also radio waves, such as in the
performance proposed and we focus on the act of archiving: having the wiki, the radio
archive and the media archive we coded from scratch in a low-tech/computational
effortless system vision.

°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸

A bit of Rural computing

An extraction from my thesis Towards a Cosmology for Rural
Computing. You can find the entire version to print here:
https://habitattt.it/~poni/thesis/

Axioms of Rural Computing (RC):

* Catastrophic
* Open/Free
* Low tech
* Lot of Logos
* Ultra-Territorial
* Queer
* Rubbish
* Limited
* Not fixed (depends on the community)
* Computation is not only about digital computer

Catastrophic Desires

To be able to overcome one's slavery towards someone or something or oneself, or to 
overcome slavery in general, whether, in a concrete or figurative sense, it is not enough 
to appeal to indefinable entities such as justice or exchange currencies such as the rights 
because the only result would be to pass under the control of a different slaveholder.

To overcome one's slavery, one must reconsider and redesign one's single person completely.

A system that has taken thousands of years to stratify will take thousands of years to 
deconstruct.

How I interpret this translated passage of the song Divenire Seguire Animale 1  from the
Italian spoken-word duo Uochi Toki, is that any hegemonic order has to be
deconstructed with esoteric research that could come from a swing between ancient
knowledge, collective chaos, individual introspection and new myths. The slavery that I
want to talk about takes contemporary digital tools as weapons. Standardization, generic
boredom in society, very annoying mass media, the (total) loss of ancient values such as
repair culture… Nobody knows how to correctly live, but I just feel this is all wrong. And
exceptional situations call for exceptional measures.

Let’s embrace the archetype of catastrophe: on our stage, the background will change,
the landscape is altered, the fragility of reality is exposed. What was taken for granted in
our reality is resigned, followed by its descent into the darkness of chaos. When we wait
for the void to be filled, a new cosmology, a new order is going to rise. Yet, the landscape

https://habitattt.it/~poni/thesis/
https://habitattt.it/~poni/thesis/
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn1
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has to be thought of as a character, with its double nature of the constant and variable
element, and the hidden elements change existence but not the essence.

During a dinner on a Saturday, I was talking about my thesis with Ioana and Sami, two
friends. It was interesting how people mean “rurality” in different ways: if the main
imaginary from Sami was about a place where farming is the main activity, my meaning
of rural place is quite different. It can happen to find farms, but rural is not about the
activity but mainly about the political position and complex landscape of maginalised

areas. 2

Rural areas in Italy have usually been abandoned areas after the economic “boom” in
the 60s. With newer infrastructures, people would move to cities from more “vernacular”
places. The result is a collapsed environment, both socially and architecturally, with
decadent buildings made out of rocks from the area. Rural areas, for me, are already-
collapsed areas where it is possible to “train” in view of a global catastrophic-collapsing
near future. Places where it is possible develop not only tools, but also new social-ability
ideas.

This preface is necessary to introduce Rural Computing (RC).

RC has a catastrophic approach for different reasons: the current development of
technology is a triumph of metallurgy, where the demand for semiconductors and other
components based on mineral extraction just doesn’t stop. RC recognizes the complexity
of this dynamic, however, it also recognizes it is a problem that can be avoided by reusing
and fixing devices instead of demanding new ones. This is directly linked to planned
obsolescence, that is, without any doubt, an ecocidal program.

People who embrace RC are exhausted and almost accept the collapse that humanity
will face soon. But, those who embrace RC attempt to declare independence and search
for refuge in a rural place to at least live with fewer oppressive dynamics. Here comes the
need to imagine a kind of computation that would work as a tool for community-
building. Mythopoiesis would be necessary otherwise we would fall again into the classic
seriality dynamic. An antenna is not only an antenna!

Look at this antenna of television as it is... it is rigid but it is oriented; we see that 
it looks into the distance and that it can receive [signals] from an emitter far away. For 
me, it appears to be more than a symbol; it seems to represent a gesture of sorts, an 
almost magical power of intentionality, a contemporary form of magic. [...] there is a sort 
of “co-naturality” between the human network and the natural geography of the region.

Here Gilbert Simondon 3  describes antennas in a way that goes beyond the limits of the
technical language, it embraces the gesture that the antenna implies: the environment,

the ecosystem. I found this passage in a Yuk Hui paper 4 , analyzing the issues between
nature and technology. I would prefer to think of this issue mostly as how we could
conceive the artificial inside the natural, instead of thinking through their relationship as
a kind of antagonism. Adding metaphysical meaning to tools we use as a daily basis is
going to be an experiment.

Connecting People This first axiom can be narrated by the old Nokia motto “connecting
people”: RC would connect people and the whole ecosystem thanks to a local-related-
technology. These tools are built according to what the ecosystem offers, but in the out-
there world this motto is linked to the fact that in order to build a smartphone it takes an
entire civilization: “California, Japan, Taiwan, Congo, Switzerland, China are all

connected by the supply chains of tech capitalism.” 5

Sustainability is surely the core of RC, instead of planned obsolescence, it’s possible to
think about planned longevity. Trying to redraw computation for a scaled down context
has to rely on the requirements from the material world. If the world our there is
constantly developing newer, faster and more performing devices, then it becomes an
acceleration of the catastrophe through extraction and waste of energy. RC would think
of another kind of acceleration: a raccoon accelerationism, based on picking up rubbish
to reuse for new purposes to embrace proper degrowth. This is a genuine meaning of
progress that does not constantly imply the abandoning of the old.

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn2
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn3
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn4
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn5
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Low tech, a lot of logos!

There are a lot of shared ideas between RC and permacomputing, is aptly way to

understand computation theorized by artist and hacker Viznut 6 , and the last one is one
of them.

Ultra-Territoriality RC is ultra-territorial and this term comes directly from the Habitat
experience.

The etymology of ultra comes from Latin and it got a double meaning: Beyond and
Extremely. Ultra is a prefix, and we are using it in front of “territorial”. Our approach to
the territory is indeed double:

1. An extreme territorial approach, giving extreme importance to the land we are
living on, preferring local assets.

2. A “beyond the land” approach, recognizes the limits of the borders; in practical
terms, for instance, updates of (free-software) OS or any dependencies for a

webserver. 7

The RC approach of embracing the (re-)imagination of tools for community-scale
development is queer. We have to think of this techno-queering act as a perpetual action

of shifting from standard/heteronormativity 8  to an inclusive but especially different
array of political action, technological agency, interventions, conceptual experiments and
social-abilities.

RC pushes for renewable energy. Solar, eolic, hydro generated energy, who knows,
maybe at one point RC will develop the perpetual motion. RC avoids idiotic computing: if
someone uploads in an RC server a 40MB picture, this person will be punished by major

esoteric forces. 9  Compression and rawness are not a mere aesthetic choice but a need to
have less energetic waste. Sharing also this concern with permacomputing, RC is about
“finding clever hacks for turning problems into solutions, competition into cooperation,

waste into resources”. 10

Computare

In RC, (digital) computation is not taken for granted anywhere. Taking Habitat as an
example, we accept to not have an internet connection anywhere. We accept that our
devices can break. We accept that we have to turn the server off at night because it is a
waste of energy for most. We accept that technology does not always run: we accept
limits, we celebrate the shadow areas.

Starting from the etymology of computation I would state that the act of computing is
not only a mechanical discipline. Computation comes from Latin “computare”, from
“-com”, together, plus “putare”, to reckon. Computation is intrinsically a collective
discipline, the act of “recognizing” together.

An interesting project in regards to this concept is Rustic Computing by Brendan

Howell 11 . It’s a project where a group of people performs as they would simulate
hardware/software, such as the “Program Counter (PC)” or “Database Searcher (DB)”.
There is a protocol to follow, and it’s not about programming but about conduct. Instead
of using screens, there is a blackboard. It’s a com-putare of random poetry, and the
performative aspect is a great example of computation-without-computers. A slap to

Moore’s Law. 12

Finally, is possible to stay that RC prefers to focus on the poiesis, intended as creation,
instead of constantly getting information from outside. A creation that implies decay,
transformations and heresies. Maintaining an archive would be extremely important.
There is a responsability to map the community-building process, however, in the near
future, we can imagine being the freedom to select which data to keep and which not.
The term Rural Computing is already used but in a completely different shape. US

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn6
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn6
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn6
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn7
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn7
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn7
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn8
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn8
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn8
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn9
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn9
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn9
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn10
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn10
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn10
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn11
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn11
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn11
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn12
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn12
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn12
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universities 13  propose projects to bring the pure data-based industry into rural places,

to transform them into sickening cities. 14  Of course, we want to completely avoid that.

°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸

1° Concerto della Piana del Cavallo

A collective community-building performance.

(June 2nd 2022, Habitat)

Drawing by Jacopo Lega

The concert is not just an orchestra of musicians
playing songs, but also an agreement to carry out a
common action between several people: the
community of the Tramazzo Valley concerts to tell
its own history, distant and recent, but also future.

The heart of the concert will be a radio broadcast,
broadcast from the Piana del Cavallo, near Ca ’de
Monti. There will be characters that come from the
mythology of the Community: a mythology that must
be created slowly, which has its roots in the local
tradition and will evolve in dialogue together.

Come and tell us your stories, recite poems, make wishes, imagine things that don’t exist
yet! Bring with you photographs, poems, diaries, recipes and stories to tell about
Tredozio, the nearby valleys, and its characters… Let’s refresh your memory together!

Flyer by Jacopo Lega

Recipe used for this community-bulding experiment:

• Being together;
• Gathering in a symbolic spot that has been declared as such in

an unspoken agreement;
• Use the formula of Binomio Fantastico (Fantastic

Combination, from Italian theorist and novelist Gianni Rodari) to
generate a new narrative: take two unusual elements that could
be objects, sensations, real or fake characters etc… in order to
trigger an imaginative short circuit;

• In our case are a legend (of the horse in the Piana) and a
fictitious character (the warrior of the Piana);

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn13
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn13
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn13
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn14
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn14
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/walkie-talkie/#fn14
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• This creates a dramaturgy that can be the leitmotiv of the
collective moment. It’s another unspoken agreement that create
a Magic Circle (–> Huizinga, Homo Ludens, 1938);

• Even if the moment is performed in this Magic Circle, it’s
possible to state that a built legend/myth can be brought outside
the Magic Circle;

• Using a media, in our case an analog radio transmission, as an
emanative entity: the function is a magic one, playing (and
agreeing) on the mystery of the source;

• Agree on (–> Concertare) a narrative that narrates the
ecosystem (the physical spot around our cottages, the
metaphysical assets attributed from us, us as characters, us as
individuals…)

Disclaimer: all the poetry lost itself in the translation from italian to english.

You can find the whole performance documentation and the italian text here:
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/~poni/concerto/

The text inside the dashed boxes is the text heard from the radio.

Photo by Pietro Bucciarelli

June 2nd 2022

Meeting in Cà de Monti Syrups made the day before will be offered. Elderflower and
rose petals

A small presentation of what we are going to do will open the concert.

Let’s build a glossary together, a list of words that describe a topic Our topic is the
relationship we have with this place, whether it is Habitat, Tredozio, the province of
Forlì-Cesena, rurality, greenery: in short, even the place will be defined collectively in the
meantime

We can think of the glossary as an magination exercise to define the foundations of this
community

then create it, build it and dwell it

Someone will fill out a sheet of paper with the results

https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/~poni/concerto/
https://hub.xpub.nl/sandbot/~poni/concerto/
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Finished writing the glossary, let’s go to the Piana del Cavallo, to the Holy Mountain

Let’s bring the glossary and the objects brought or adopted locally by each one

7 minutes of walking, better in silence.

The Piana’s Warrior should have appeared on the Holy Mountain With it a spear of
about 4 meters

From the entrance to the Piana it is not clear which is higher, if the Warrior’s staff or the
5G antenna

Let’s go up the mountain

We have a couple of “FM” radios from thirty years ago, you can also use smartphones
with a dedicated app, you need to have headphones attached, which work as an antenna

We turn on the radios and search for the frequency

Photo by Riccardo Fantoni Montana

What we are hearing is a collective 
shouting words and sounds cultivated in recent 
months in Cà de Monti 
A small epicenter of a nascent community
And here we are to meet the neighboring 
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communities

Habitat

And what is this habitat?
among all the adjectives found
I will say
A life project

We are gathered on the summit of the mountain
we are standing on what we call a sacred mound

in recent months here we have discussed, played, laughed
we moved, hugged, consoled each other
We felt the driest heat and played with the snow

We have celebrated what cannot be seen and we have made it tradition
The celebrated will change, vary, evolve

And even today we will celebrate.
We celebrate where we live and who we live with
We celebrate the convivial moment where together we extend the community

We start from where we are.
everyone goes to get an object.

Each collects something from the surrounding space The radio signal will ring when
everyone has something in their hand

Each has objects in his hand that make up this Piana.
They are part of the ecosystem, like all of us
You have collected elements of this garden, called 
the Piana of the horse

I don't think anyone has seen a horse
so why of the horse?

Legend has it that long ago, the family who lived 
nearby, on a daring escape 
had forgotten the horse

They had left it here, tied to a tree 
trunk
Until he couldn't take it anymore, after he ate what
 he could, bark, weeds, insects, rocks, and even its poor soul
 
forcedo so to fly in the sky

And his poor soul flew up

The horse therefore once existed
But we can say that it is still there in some way
We cannot see it
It is not heard
Like the radio waves that carry this voice

We don't see them
We don't feel them
at times they do not stand out
And sometimes they mix with each other
Yet these waves are occupying the space of the Piana, which is part of the ecosystem

The ecosystem is a complex system
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Consisting of trees, invertebrates, rocks, humans, radio waves, the lack of certain radio 
waves, the smells of the forest, the asphalt, the spectrum of all greens, the noises, the 
fruits, the voices, the lack, the rolling pin, the wine, shoes...
All this is to be celebrated

Celebrating means getting together, gathering and therefore honoring something.

We celebrate that horse, we honor the sadness of his death
And it is thanks to his imaginary companion that we will celebrate him

The warrior of the Piana, here he is, on 
the highest point of the mound.
It is the prophet of these frequencies: his 
spear turns into an antenna

It is a magical artifice with which it is 
possible to hear this,
and even the radio becomes magical right now

A magical moment is a moment of contemplation
A moment of contemplation is a moment of silence

But you don't have to be silent all the time
We have to share, gather, laugh, cry

And the horse returns again:
It is a symbol of abandonment
but it is also acceptance of the fall
Reoccupy that space
taking care of it

It is an urgency and a need

Taking care of others is a topic that is always in vogue but often little practiced

We propose taking care as a moment of construction

We celebrate the words of the community
A list that becomes an ephemeral poem
That it will change, much or little will be seen

The glossary reopens, everyone recites aloud five
words from the list

If the words finish before everyone has listed five
words, move on

If, on the contrary, leftover from the list after a shift,
you can go on with the acting or you go on, it depends
on the moment; it will be perceived

We have stated the foundations: it is an agreement

Once the celebration is over, the radio signal will
restart

We celebrate the gesture of exchange
exchanging what you have taken from the ecosystem
such a simple gesture that it has so much meaning

And what is this meaning?
The more you try to explain it in words, the more it 
loses power
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The meaning can be found in the moment of the exchange itself

propose what you have brought, exchange knowledge, or even exchange matter.
Poems, texts, images, recipes:
let's celebrate the knowledge of each one, let's exchange it to make it community

Each shows what he has brought

We read, we describe, we are silent …

the signal will restart through mutual consent

Celebrate our knowledge
Share it
it's a concert

We have agreed
listened to a radio
and communicated with computer
who are modern messengers
Which help the moment of union
in contemporary complexity

We have agreed
heard
a radio and a strange communiqué
with a messaged computer
Like modern men Who dust off the moment 
from the past in contemporary complexity
Worldly voracity
Which leaves no space in the urban dimension

tools also help us find the essence of a community
That something ineffable
and often manifested in an ephemeral moment

A bit like the flight of that horse's soul

And there you are
at this moment let us propose ourselves genuinely all the same
Let's all go together to hold up the antenna launcher
We raise the spear from the warrior
Thus it will be free from its burden
He will be free from attending with the horse's soul

We hold the Warrior’s spear

It will walk away, retreating

We created a moment together
It was a banquet: we lived together for the moment

We bring another symbol: whoever cheers for whoever, we cheer for us,
to the whole ecosystem, to all technologies, we applaud food and death

We return to Cà de Monti A moment of conviviality awaits us Shared food, drinks,
music
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Photo by Riccardo Fantoni Montana
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Panzerotti Recipe

[classic apulian dish. I don’t have any heritage from
there but I think it’s fine.]

Without conviviality any piece of art can be safely put
in the trash bin. Go to the market and do those fuckin
fried treasures to share.

This is fully copyleft [it means you have the freedom
to run (do it), copy, distribute, study, change and
improve it, as any real tradition >:) ]

dough:

• durum wheat flour 500g
• water 200g
• fresh yeast 10g
• salt 15g
• extra virgin oil 15g
• a pinch of sugar to activate the yeast

filling:

• 2 cans of tomato sauce/chopped
tomato

• 2/3 mozzarella
• salt
• basil

another filling:

• ricotta cheese
• rosmarin
• black pepper
• a bit of extra virgin oil
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assembly:

• water + yeast + sugar
• pour flour
• mix a bit
• add salt
• mix a lot

leave it in a container, in shadow, in a warm place covered by or plastic sheet or a wet
towel or a lid

8hours leavening circa

create balls and leave there for another hour, to make them leave a bit again don’t fold
the dough on itself, work it very softly and gently

put the oil to heat up, it has to be very hot to check if it’s ready, throw a small piece of
dough If starts immediately to be afloat its ready

Picture by Matteo Colucci

put some flour on the table and stretch each ball in
a disk shape put some sauce and mozzarella, not so
much! otherwise the panzerotto will break and
create a real mess with the oil

close it in a half-moon shape, help yourself with
some water, with the finger wet half of the edge of
the disk close it with fingers and then help yourself
with a fork

fry!

they has to be cooked til they are quite golden

°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸,ø¤°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°°º¤ø,¸

bonus: how to build a FM transmitter with a Raspberry Pi

useful links:

• How to set up the raspberry as fm transmitter
https://github.com/markondej/fm_transmitter

• How to set up a wireless access
pointhttps://www.raspberrypi.com/documentation/computers
/configuration.html#setting-up-a-routed-wireless-access-point

• A terminal emulator for Android https://apkpure.com/termux
/com.termux

.wav files --> raspberry pi --> install fm_transmitter from github --> FM modulation 
through pin 9 --> wire attached as antenna

to control:
raspberry pi with wireless local network (Access Point) --> smartphone connected to wlan 
--> from termux (terminal for Android) access to the rpi via SSH (protocol to communicate) 
--> ssh pi@youraccesspoint.wlan

to launch clips:
$ cd fm_transmitter/
$ sudo ./fm_transmitter -f 87.5 filename.wav

https://github.com/markondej/fm_transmitter
https://github.com/markondej/fm_transmitter
https://www.raspberrypi.com/documentation/computers/configuration.html#setting-up-a-routed-wireless-access-point
https://www.raspberrypi.com/documentation/computers/configuration.html#setting-up-a-routed-wireless-access-point
https://www.raspberrypi.com/documentation/computers/configuration.html#setting-up-a-routed-wireless-access-point
https://www.raspberrypi.com/documentation/computers/configuration.html#setting-up-a-routed-wireless-access-point
https://apkpure.com/termux/com.termux
https://apkpure.com/termux/com.termux
https://apkpure.com/termux/com.termux
https://apkpure.com/termux/com.termux
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C.21 ~ F.999
OVER
By Us

        One, two three, thing we talked about is that it's connected to where you are, 
        the range is pretty small and big. It's a location specific transmission, 
        with protocols you have to follow for communication, 
        you have to be on the same wavelength. 
                 surfers are surfing, sometimes
        
                                [LOL]
                                ahahaha
                                aahaha hahahha hahahahaha
                                
                                cough
                                hahhahahahaha
        
        I'm thinking very, very hard about what you said.
        
                                [LOL] 
        
        It's also written and explain  where i is it written in the pad what i'm saying
        
        This idea of channels of communciation that are open to sneak in, 
        the idea of the movement was also, walking while talking, 
        how we are also like that talking a lot, moving a lot between ideas, 
        senses, pads, so on. That day when we were deciding that name  was perfect, 
        so perfect i dunno  this side aof this device          SURVEILLANCE PARANOID
        ONLY THE PARANOID SURVIVE that is helping us to communicate 
        these waves are like particles too
        
        I think a lot i think too much i dont think enough 
        of it has to do stuff with space, physical or digital 
        space is some kind of borderless territory shakira shakira
        
        Also that it can be can it be between two two three four 
        maybe ten people and animals and trees and other people 
        but then it's not unbreakable you can sneak peak in and 
        become a part of it not a giant open communication between 
        plants and everyone you can join 
                     if you want want want want want  to participate or talk. 
        
        it's not shouting into a real crowd
        thats twitter ,full of cyborgs
        it's a fictional conversation
        it's tiktok on the clock we dont stop that taxi!!!!!!!
        never stop
        
        you have to position yourself inside but also outside, 
        no just being passive, actively trying to catch the same 
        signal ranges, losing them 
        
        you can't just zap oh that's the word whats the word again 
        i can tremeber i havent slept enough
        am i waking up yet
        am i sleeping
        
        zapping through channels what channels i cant even think 
        of anything to say you might have intereference you have to work or walk for it
        
        zapping through planes of existence
        i wander and i lose range
        
        active particiaption rather than just passively listening 
        or not really listening you have to be present.
        
        [alarm rings] BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
        i need you to beep more like a clock
        you're not sounding like a clock 
        BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BLOP
        
        i have to take medication again
        i hope it helps
        could i have some
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is it for adhd
        yes brain scramble pills
        
        take the green pill
        KEANUUUUUU
        i know kung fu.
        
        walking while talking, being on a journey or a mission 
        in a way and trying to not lose each other the way, 
        staying in touch but physical
        touch is also nice
        
        Let's get physical, (physical)
        where are you walking? is the view nice? 
        do you see me from over there?
        
        yahoo is not an old portal, it's my life. 
        
        
        by the way can i record our conversation i was thinking t
        o make a frequency where ppl can sneak into our conversation no you creep 
        
        you want to record this? 
        no
        eavesdropping
        
        drop it
        
        we talked about this
        
        did we?
        
        henry the 8th courts,(what?) people in the eaves 
        listening in on private conversations
        
        womanizer womanizer woma
        
        i have a knowledge of useless facts
        
        useless useless
        
        i think it's important to highlight that, 
        it was part of the taking care process, 
        staying in touch and following each others waves
        
        what do you mean by waves. Audio? water, light? 
        I don't know does it matter 
        
        everything is waves
        
        a different channel, you need to take a specific wave, 
        a pattern of waves channeling through that frequency
        
        
        
        in that case, every channel would be a different wave
        I'm waiting for a huge wave to surf
        
        sharks
        
        [silence] we're thinking hard!!!
        
        kind of like this super minimal version of what a phone does now, 
        the way that it looks, the way that it functions in the roughest 
        way whatwe use phones for so minimal bro
        
        taking it back to basics, not letting this noise come in
        
        sharkphone
        
        yo have to be selective of what you listen to, 
        you don't want to listen to one channel at a time
        
        your close range instead of global range
        
        SJHHHHSHSHSHH. fishes
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kite surfers suck theyre gross
        theyre all over southeast asia
        you didnt read this before so i had to copy paste it below
        you read so fast
        no i'm not
        erodynamic bodies-
        
        - do you still copy? and paste
        
        its like a community
        OVER!
        
        
        [brief pause again]
        
        i also like with radio you have main channel and you can flip through 
        those channels but you have the little knob wehr you go through 
        all of them and you catch something weird a pirate radio 
        if you have this little grayscale where you can catch smth you didn't expect
        
        what are you catching?
        will you accept the noise?
        :)
        
        if you say flip lots of times, it feels funny
        
        
        the in-between things 0.5 beetween 0 and 1
        
        flipflipflipflip
        
        [silence of the lamb]
        Clariceeeeeeeeeee
        
        [beeping outside]
        [nope floping] Plop
        
        [sniff]  
        
        [beeping continues]
        for everrrr
        
        did i leave the oven on? rr!!
        theres the activeness coming from, you have to be considerate, 
        you can't put a control, when u use the radio u have to be tuned 
        into the channel you want you have to control, 
        meaning you have to take care of it, put some efforts, 
        even small efforts, that explains a lot
        
        Where did i leave the remote?
        crack of the couch
        
        when you scan and switch frequency you have a preview 
        of how much empty space there is, there is a lot of unused space in the world,
        frequencies used by others. It is diffucult to find something secret these days. 
unique? no no no, hell no.
        
               matter 
               
        when ur driving I doon't have my driving licence, 
        you listen one and it gets worse and it mixes with another one
        
        if it's the walkie talkies can their frequencies overlap like on a radio?
        
        i guess so if you are right on the edge of the range
        no no but you know
        but also we like walkie talkie bec its fun, 
        i think it makes me want to do fun things fun is all we want
        fun
        
        playful, jumpinggg... oh not again.
        jumping to conclusions
        
        did you feel like anyone tuned into you specially 
        well in these caretaking frequencies or protocols that you set up?
         like were there any moments  
         CRCCCCCKKCKCKKCKK 
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where you were suprised that someone else was 
                  hearing your frequency? or not hearing your frequency? 
         
                            CCCKKRKRKKRKKCCCCCRCKKKK
        
        
        you can be super abstract w the answer like CRCKKKK
        
                        zzrrrrkksssssCKCK
        rambo mambo    
        
        i relate it with the fact that at one point we could feel 
        the pressure of taking care, there was interference in the way
         we were doing it somehow we as listeners had to build a forced ... 
        a forced tuning into, uncomfortable at some moments 
        to tune in and let others tune in, 
        maybe there were some communication 
        that went really smooth and other  s d     
        idn't    the    id   ea    of inte    refere  
                             nces    is r   a    ly pres     e  t
        
                        under pressure, pushing down on me
        
               what causes the inte   rfe     ren   c    es     ?
        
        i would say the naturality of it, how ...
        how like natural the connection was or not... 
               also like interference in a big aspect s, relatf, how me flowst.
        
        just      let it flow man
        
        if the wave doesnt flow can you adjust it
        
               COOLIO!
        
        the dutch are really good at that, making euirgi 
        eoerug        riuegg oerugowater       g o where they want it to go
        and being mean on the phone
        
        [lol] lots
        
                last words? minute and 16 seconds
        
        WHITNEY HOUSTON TEXAS USA NORTH AMERICA WORLD MILKY WAYMOMENT
        and iiiiiiiii..... 
        will aaaaaaaaalways 
        looooooveeeee         yoouuuuuuuu aiiiiii will 
        alwaysssssss loooovvvveeeeyouuuuuuuuu
        The WORLD CUP!
        musical interlude
        
        curious to about the last question, if the wave doesn't flow...
        aurovision 2023
        what did you do?
        not enough clearly
        i would say that we did flow in the sense that there was a moment 
        of discussion where we said it wasn't happening naturally,
         well and we make it happen how everyone wanted it to happen, 
         that was part of the process, we are able to say that it's a 
         forced protocol but have in mind that this has to happen 
         differently and other things came just 
         because we were discussing it being un..   
                 un.... un...  un... un.. unnatural
        
        the interferences were necessary, meant to be there
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        "Scri pts that b   e  gs    to  be fi   ll e  d    in  "
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                                                     \ `.           
                                                      )  `._..---._
                                    \`.       __...---`         o  )
                                     \ `._,--'           ,    ___,'
                                      ) ,-._          \  )   _,-' 
                                     /,'    ``--.._____\/--''  frog? 
                                    
        ------> OMG THAT WAS FAST COPY PASTING
                                         speedy business
        
              Reperformed without permission from an exercise 
        I saw some students from  writing club at rietveld doing this on zoom
        
        copyright protected
        THE E. N. D. no just kidding
        who said theOVER
        
        CKRKRK
        
        peace
        
        
        
        
        end of transmission


